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ABSTRACT 

The Constitution of Kenya, 2010 was promulgated on 27
th

 August, 2010 ushering in a new 

dispensation in Kenya‟s social, political and economic order. The new Constitution 

significantly restructured and redesigned government institutions and established new 

systems of governance. Kenyans clamour for the new Constitution was to address a number 

of constitutional and governance problems associated with Kenya‟s previous governments. 

Among the constitutional and governance problems which needed to be fixed is the re-

assertion of the correct relationship between the three arms of government and reforming of 

state institutions.  

 

Kenya is in the 3
rd

 year of implementing the new Constitution. Among the changes in the 

new dispensation is how the Government will undertake its legislative agenda. The 

Constitution requires both legislative and policy reform in order to achieve the intended 

outcome.  

 

This study therefore, examines three pertinent issues, first is the extent to which the 2010 

Constitution has re-organised and re-designed the legal and institutional framework on the 

legislative drafting process.  Second is the adequacy of the redesigned legal and institutional 

framework in the quest of drafting quality and effective legislation. Third is policy 

formulation in the context of legislative drafting in the restructured and re-designed legal and 

institutional framework. The study also examines if the new Constitution addresses the 

inherent challenges which affect the quality of legislation. Thereafter the study concludes and 

proposes recommendations on measures aimed at streamlining the legislative drafting process 

in Kenya. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

1.1 Introduction 

Every government, be it legitimate or despotic, requires legislation.
1
 Legislation is the 

framework through which the government converts policy into legally enforceable 

obligations.
2
 G. C Thornton states that legislation is a form of communication of policy 

decisions having legal consequences where the functioning of the society depends.
3
  

 

Vincent Crabbe states that legislation is a necessity.
4
 Legislation, to all actors in a polity 

therefore, is a means of achieving economic, cultural, political and social policies.
5
 It is a way 

used to organize relations in government.
6
 Based on the social contract theory, it is a way 

where the governed can hold the government responsible as it sets down rules, procedures, 

rights and duties. It is a form of communication between those who govern and those 

governed.  

 

As Dababneh and Al-Husban observe, any form of legislation which aims at establishing a 

general framework for the general policy of the state must not invoke any problem during 

implementation.
7
 Any form of legislation, therefore, should reflect government policy, be 

readable, precise, and inclusive and should be able to achieve its intended purpose. 

 

Before the enactment of the Constitution of Kenya, 2010, the Kenyan governance structure 

was based on the Parliamentary democracy. As Kakuongo notes, the Independence 

Constitution (Repealed), through various amendments, became a radically different document 

which resulted into the consolidation of power in the office of the President who became both 

head of state and head of government.
8
 In this arrangement, the Executive wielded a lot of 

                                                 
1
 Crabbe, Vincent (1993) Legislative Drafting, (London: Cavendish Publishing Ltd), 1

st
 Edition. 

2
 ibid at 2. 

3
 Thornton, G.C (1996)  Legislative Drafting Butterworths, London Dublin Edinburgh, Fourth Edition. 

4
 Crabbe, “Legislative Drafting” op.cit 

5
 Ibid. 

6
 ibid at  3. 

7
 Abeer Bashier Dababneh and Eid Ahmad Al-Husban (2011), “Practical Criteria for the Soundness of 

Legislative Drafting approach Evaluative and Analytic Study” European Journal of Social Sciences- Vol. 21 

Number 4. 
8
 Waruguru, Kaguongo, “Introductory Note on Kenya: “History of Constitutional 

Development in Kenya”: 
https://web.up.ac.za/sitefiles/file/47/15338/Introductory%20Note%20Kenya_FINAL.pdf (last accessed on 23

rd
 

November, 2013) 

https://web.up.ac.za/sitefiles/file/47/15338/Introductory%20Note%20Kenya_FINAL.pdf
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power in the legislative agenda. Kivuva notes that though the 1963 Constitution recognized 

parliament to be supreme, in reality the legislature did not function to check the excesses of 

the executive.
9
 Over time, the President and the executive arm in general, acquired so much 

arbitrary powers over the legislature.
10

 Ghai and McAuslan note that over time, the executive 

formed a habit of ignoring parliament by introducing retrogressive legislation to legalize its 

actions.
11

 Nonetheless, MPs would support the passage of this kind of legislation to avoid the 

unpleasant consequences of criticising the government.
12

  

 

Government initiated Bills would emanate from Government policy. The respective ministry 

would formulate policy on an issue to be legislated upon.
13

 The Minister would then submit 

the policy proposal to Cabinet for approval
14

. Once the policy was approved, the Cabinet 

would direct the Attorney- General to draft a Bill in consultation with the Ministry 

concerned.
15

 The Minister and the Attorney- General would then request Cabinet for an 

approval of the Bill to be introduced to the National Assembly.
16

  

 

Once the Cabinet approval was granted, the Bill was published fourteen (14) days before 

being tabled at the National Assembly for debate. The fourteen (14) day publication notice 

was to make members of the public aware of the existence of the proposed legislation and to 

elicit comments.  

 

The Attorney- General was mandated, through the legislative drafting department within the 

State Law Office, to draft Government Bills.
17

 For private member initiated Bills, the 

Directorate of Legal Services within Parliament was tasked with this mandate unless the 

Government took over the Bill.
18

  

 

                                                 
9
 Kivuva, Joshua, “Restructuring the Kenyan State” at pp. 5, Nairobi: Society for International Development 

(SID). 
10

 Ibid. 
11

 Ghai, Y.P and McAuslan, (1970) „Public Law and Political Change in Kenya‟ at 240, Nairobi Oxford Press. 
12

 Kivuva, Supra Note 12. 
13

 Attorney General (2002), Circular to All Ministries and Government Agencies on Legislative Drafting, p. 

1(Repealed) 
14

 ibid. 
15

 ibid. at. 2 
16

 ibid 
17

 ibid. 
18

 http://www.parliament.go.ke/plone/about-parliament/departments (last accessed on 23rd July,2013) 

http://www.parliament.go.ke/plone/about-parliament/departments
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The Constitution of Kenya 2010 has altered the process fundamentally. The Constitution 

enacted a Presidential system, with complete separation of powers which seeks to strengthen 

the legislature and provide a counterweight to the executive power..  

 

In the current system of governance, the members of the executive that is the President, 

Deputy President, Cabinet Secretaries and Attorney-General are no longer members of the 

legislature. Their role in law making is therefore muted, except for the President who retains 

the role of assenting of legislation into law.
19

 Due to the historical challenges where the 

executive would use the power of assent to derail the legislative agenda, the Constitution 

provides that a Bill becomes effective after seven (7) days after Parliament has passed it.
20

 

 

 It remains unclear on who retains the responsibility of originating and drafting of laws with 

opinion split between Department of Legislative Drafting
21

 at the AGs office and Parliament 

itself, through the Directorate of Legal Services.
22

  

 

Cabinet shall no longer have to approve all legislative proposals for tabling in the House, 

except for money Bills where the views of the Cabinet Secretary for Finance are required. 

There is, thus, need to explore the challenges posed by the new system and recommend 

reforms necessary to ensure quality legislation.  

 

1.2 Problem Statement  

Kenya promulgated the new Constitution on 27
th

 August, 2010 ushering in a new era of 

governance. As Sihanya observes, the new Constitution ushered in a new dispensation in 

Kenya‟s constitutional, social, political and economic order.
23

 This has brought with it 

enormous demands in the implementation process. The implementation of the Constitution 

demands, amongst others, the enactment of legislation as provided for in the Fifth Schedule 

of the Constitution, aligning the existing laws to the new Constitution, restructuring 

                                                 
19

  2010 Constitution of Kenya, Article115 (1). 
20

 ibid Article 115 (5). 
21

 Opinion given by SC1, a State Counsel at the Department of Legislative Drafting, AGs Office, during an 

interview on 17
th

 July, 2013. 
22

 Opinion stated by PC3, a Parliamentary Counsel at the Directorate of Legal Services at Parliament, during an 

interview on 18
th

 July, 2013. 

23
 Sihanya Ben, (2011) “The Presidency and the Public Authority in Kenya‟s new Constitutional Order”: 

Constitutional Working Paper No. 2, Society for International Development). 
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institutions and organs of government and creating new policies and reviewing existing 

policies.
24

 

 

Amongst other changes, the Constitution of Kenya, 2010 has altered the institutional and 

legal framework of initiating and drafting legislation significantly. The Constitution has 

introduced new challenges to the process. First, the Constitution has introduced multiple 

institutions involved in legislative drafting. This has brought about duplicity in their roles, 

lack of  

co-ordination and competing interests within these centres. Second, there has been a rushed 

legislative process in drafting and passage of laws due to heavy legislative demands and strict 

legislative calendar set out in the Fifth Schedule of the Constitution. 

 

Third, the Constitution has re-introduced bi-cameral legislature where both the National 

Assembly and the Senate have legislative mandates. This has brought about differences 

between the National Assembly and the Senate in their roles in the origination, consideration 

and enactment of legislation.
25

 Fourth, there is lack of clarity on which actor has the ultimate 

role in origination of Bills. Fifth, the Constitution by introducing a system with complete 

separation of powers: the Executive, Legislature and the Judiciary with specialized roles, has 

brought about friction within these institutions. 

The Constitution further, did not fully address inherent challenges in the legislative drafting 

process which includes weak policy development mechanisms, capacity constraints, lack of 

feedback mechanisms and poor public participation. 

 

The above challenges affect the quality and efficacy of the legislative product. They lead to 

enactment of laws that have numerous errors and inconsistencies with the Constitution. 

Katherina Staronova and Katarina Mathernova observe that poorly drafted laws are difficult 

to interpret and to implement.
26

 The Kenyan High Court has, in numerous matters been called 

                                                 
24

 Sihanya Ben, (2011) “Constitutional Implementation in Kenya, 2010-2015: Challenges and Prospects, 2011-

2015” FES Kenya Occasional Paper, No. 5. 
25

 The Senate moved to the Supreme Court (Advisory Opinion Reference No. 2 of 2013) for an advisory opinion 

on the role of the National Assembly and the Senate in the origination, consideration and enactment of the 

Division of Revenue Bills. 
26

 Katherina Staronova and Katherina Mathernova, 2002 IP Fellows Public Policy Process in 

“Recommendations for the improvement of the Legislative Drafting Process in Slovakia.” at p.7 
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upon to exercise its Constitutional interpretation role and the Supreme Court, advisory role.
27

  

They further have to be constantly amended, even before they are fully implemented. 

 

There is therefore need to investigate the changes introduced to legislative drafting processes 

by the Constitution of Kenya, 2010. There is also need to analyse the challenges posed by the 

new constitutional framework, and the extent to which the Constitution has addressed pre-

existing challenges. The above evaluation should then generate reforms necessary in the 

legislative drafting process in bid to ensure quality legislation in Kenya. 

 

This study has achieved the foregoing in addressing the problem. 

 

1.3 Research Objectives 

The study‟s main objective is to investigate the adequacy of the legal and institutional 

framework for legislative drafting in Kenya in the context of transition from the previous 

constitutional framework to the new framework under the Constitution 2010.  

 

This objective is further broken down to the following three specific objectives: 

1. First, to examine changes introduced by the Constitution of Kenya, 2010 to the legislative 

drafting framework in Kenya. 

2. Second, to evaluate the weaknesses in the legal and institutional framework for legislative 

drafting in Kenya. 

3. Third, to propose necessary legal and institutional reforms in the legislative drafting 

process in Kenya towards producing quality and effective legislation. 

 

1.4 Research Questions 

The study answers the following research question: Is the legal and institutional framework 

for legislative drafting in Kenya adequate? 

This research question is further broken down to the following three specific questions: first, 

what changes have been introduced by Constitution of Kenya, 2010 to the legislative drafting 

framework? Second, what weaknesses are inherent in the legal and institutional framework 

for legislative drafting in Kenya? Third, which legal and institutional reforms are necessary in 

the legislative drafting process in Kenya towards producing quality and effective legislation? 

                                                 
27

 See the Advisory Opinion Reference No. 2 of 2013 and Supreme Court Advisory Opinion Reference No. 2 of 

2012. 
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1.5 Hypothesis 

The study tests the following hypothesis: 

The Constitution of Kenya, 2010, by introducing changes in the legislative drafting 

framework in Kenya has not addressed inherent challenges that lead to poor quality of the 

legislative product in Kenya. 

 

1.6 Conceptual and Theoretical Framework 

This study relies on Thornton‟s Concept of five stages in legislative drafting which a drafter 

must follow in order to develop quality legislation.
28

 These are understanding, analysis, 

design, composition and development and scrutiny and testing.
29

 According to Thornton  

drafter should begin by trying to understand fully the instructions and their background, 

analyses the implications of the instructions, designs the legislative scheme, proceeds to draft, 

revises and develops the draft and finally tests the draft and have it scrutinized by other 

drafters.
30

 

 

Thornton argues that the main and most important task of a drafter is to have a thorough and 

complete understanding of the proposed legal means for the achievement of Government 

policy.
31

 As Stefanou observes, bad drafting promotes all problems that have plagued the 

third world such as corruption, nepotism and bad governance.
32

 Regarding, drafting 

instructions, Thornton observes that, first, there must be guidance to those who prepare 

drafting instructions in order to get the idea of what the drafter needs.
33

 Second, consultations 

must be facilitated between the drafter and the policy maker at an early stage to aid the 

drafter get a grasp of what the proposed legislation intends to achieve.
34

 On this note, a 

drafting office should prepare a manual or other form of instructions to the policy makers on 

what drafting instructions should entail.
35

 

 

                                                 
28

 Thornton, G.C (1996)  Legislative Drafting op.cit. 
29

 ibid. 
30

 G.C Thornton (1996), Legislative Drafting, op. cit at 124-142. 
31

 ibid at 124. 
32

 Constantin Stefanou and Helen Xanthaki, (2005) “Manual in Legislative Drafting” IALS London. 
33

 Thornton “Legislative Drafting”, op. cit. 
34

 ibid. 
35

 ibid at 125. 
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At the analysis stage, a drafter should subject the proposals to a careful analysis against the 

existing law, special responsibility areas and practicality.
36

 This stage is very important and 

the drafter should be aware of all existing written law, common law, case law and 

international obligations and standards.
37

 

 

The design stage is an opportunity for a drafter to conceptualize and weigh if there is actually 

any need for legislation. As Lord Radcliffe observes, needless legislation must be 

discouraged.
38

 He notes that law which cannot be readily obeyed cannot survive the spectacle 

of its continual making and unmaking.
39

 

 

The composition stage is the actual drafting. Thornton asserts that this is the most crucial 

stage where a drafter needs plenty of time to draft, scrutinize and revise the document.
40

 He 

argues that the drafter should work closely with the instructing officer in order to detect and 

remedy any inadequacies and ambiguities.
41

 The last drafting stage is scrutiny and testing 

where the drafter must take a critical and objective gaze at the finished draft. 
42

This should be 

tested applying various hypothetical circumstances and approaching the draft from users‟ 

perspective.
43

  

 

Kenyan legislative drafting is in contravention of Thornton‟s concept in varying propositions. 

First, the drafting instructions are done in form of a draft Bill with a summary of objectives 

and reason.
44

 Second, there is no drafting manual or any other form of guidance from the 

drafting office to the instructing ministries on the form in which drafting instructions must 

conform with.  Third there is constraint of time. Legislative drafting is done within strict 

timelines for instance strict timeline set under the Fifth Schedule the Constitution. 

 

This study is also informed by Lon Fuller‟s requirements of just law-making and 

administration. He argues that rules must meet certain criteria to warrant title „law‟.
45

 

                                                 
36

 ibid at 133. 
37

 ibid. 
38

 Lord Radcliffe, “Some Reflections on law and lawyers”, 10CLJ at 366. 
39

 ibid. 
40

 ibid. 
41

 ibid. 
42

 ibid. 
43

 ibid. 
44

 See A-G‟s Circular on Drafting Instructions. 
45

 Peter P. Nicholson (1974), The Internal Morality of Law: Fuller and His Critics, Chicago Journal of Ethics 
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According to him, nothing can count as law unless it satisfies eight principles. These 

principles require law to be expressed in general terms, publicly promulgated, prospective in 

effect,  expressed in understandable terms, consistent with one another, not require conduct 

beyond the powers of the affected parties, not be changed so frequently that the subject 

cannot rely on them and be administered in a manner consistent with their wording.
46

  

 

Fuller‟s eight principles of internal morality of law were later criticised by HLA Hart to be 

mere principles of efficacy of law.
47

  

 

Kenyan laws are in line with the above principles in varying proportions. Most statutes are 

largely expressed in general terms leaving room for navigation through unforeseen 

circumstances. The laws are further publicly promulgated. Every Act of Parliament or 

Regulations pursuant to those Acts must be published in the gazette before they come into 

force. In 2010, the new Constitution of Kenya was publicly promulgated in an event at Uhuru 

Park. In addition, most Kenyan laws, with very few exceptions, are prospective rather than 

retrospective in their effect and implementation. Most Kenyan laws never demand conduct 

beyond the powers of the affected parties. 

 

However, Kenyan laws are in contravention of a number of Fuller‟s principles. Some of the 

laws, including the Constitution, are not expressed in understandable terms. For instance, the 

new Constitution is vague on the date of the first elections, leading to a Constitutional Court 

ruling to resolve the dispute. The Supreme Court also had to rule on whether to include spoilt 

votes in calculation of a presidential candidate‟s percentage of votes cast in a general 

election.  

 

Some laws are not consistent with each other. CIC recently released an audit report on 21 

Bills enacted by Parliament and assented to by 26th August 2011,
48

 in which they highlighted 

several internal inconsistencies in these laws, conflicts with other laws and variance with the 

                                                                                                                                                        
Vol. 84, No. 4, p. 309, available at: www.jstor.org stable 2380144 , (last accessed 12

th
 July, 2013). 

46
 ibid, p. 310; also Lon L. Fuller (1969),The Morality of Law,( Yale University Press: New Haven, 

Connecticut), p. 5; also Edwin W. Tucker (1965) Book Review: The Morality of Law by Ron. L. Fuller, Indiana 

Law Journal, Vol. 40, Issue 2, p. 274. 
47

 H.L.A. Hart (1965), Book Review: The Morality of Law by Ron. L. Fuller, Harvard Law Review 78, p. 1281. 
48

 CIC (2012), Audit Report on the Acts Enacted by Parliament and Assented to by 26th August 2011, available 

at: http://www.cickenya.org/index.php/resource-center/downloads/downloads-reports/item/download/168_ec7b 

ed60d218460f3b20a9aeb9f30813, (last accessed 12th August, 2013). 

http://www.cickenya.org/index.php/resource-center/downloads/downloads-reports/item/download/168_ec7b%20ed60d218460f3b20a9aeb9f30813
http://www.cickenya.org/index.php/resource-center/downloads/downloads-reports/item/download/168_ec7b%20ed60d218460f3b20a9aeb9f30813
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Constitution. Several judges hearing election petitions across the country have faulted the 

Elections Act, 2011 for contravening the Constitution.
49

 The Constitution provides that 

petitions should be filed within 28 days after the declaration of results,
50

 while the Act states 

that losers should petition within 28 days after publication of winners in the Kenya Gazette.
51

  

 

Finally, a number of recently enacted Acts of Parliament have been repealed or amended 

frequently, even before they are fully implemented, creating doubts whether the citizens can 

rely on them. For instance, the National Government Loans Guarantee Act, 2011 was 

repealed within a year of its enactment. Further extensive amendments have been proposed to 

the National Police Service Act, and the National Police Service Commission Act, even 

before their full implementation.  

 

The inherent problems in the Kenyan legislation process can be traced to historical challenges 

relating to the governance structure. There is lack of consultation between the institutions 

charged with the formulation of law and absence of clear roles of these institutions. 

 

The legislative drafting process is critical in producing legislation that is in tandem with 

Fuller‟s principles. This study operates on the hypothesis that due to poor drafting processes, 

most laws in Kenya are not consistent with each other, are capable of interpretations in 

manner not consistent with their wording, are impossible to understand and have to be 

amended frequently even before they are fully implemented. This study seeks to propose 

reforms in the drafting process which will ensure an effective end product, that is, effective 

legislation. 

 

The study also relies on the theory of public participation. Public participation is a process 

which provides private individuals an opportunity to influence public decisions and has long 

been a component of the democratic decision-making process.
52

 Public participation is 

                                                 
49

 For instance, see Suleiman Said Shahbal v Independent Electoral Boundaries Commission & 3 others, High 
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52
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important in legitimizing the process of law making and consolidating democracy. Public 

involvement is a means to ensure that citizens have a direct voice in public decisions. The 

theory holds that in a democracy, it is the public that determines where it wants to go and the 

role of its representatives and bureaucratic staff is to get them there. Therefore, an end, that is 

legislation, should be chosen democratically even though the means: that is implementation 

and policies are chosen technocratically. 

 

This study emphasizes on a holistic approach to legislative drafting process. As much as there 

is need for clear separation of powers between the arms of government, this study 

demonstrates how a compartmentalized approach to legislative drafting and lack of 

coordination in these multiple centres have been an impediment to the enactment of quality 

and effective legislation.  

 

1.7 Literature Review  

There is a growing list of academic and professional writing relevant to the topic of study. 

The literature discussed below were reviewed in preparation for this study.  

 

Samson Maundu examines the constitutional implementation process in Kenya.
53

 His paper 

posits several challenges facing the legal drafting department at the A-G‟s office. The paper 

notes that officers giving instructions to the A-G‟s office to draft legislation are non-lawyers 

who do not have extensive experience in the interpretation of the Constitution. He notes that 

they end up giving vague instructions.
54

  

 

In addition, the A-G‟s office insists on receiving drafting instructions in the form of draft 

Bills. Most instructing officers, thus, rely on outside consultants to prepare these draft Bills. 

The consultants, some of who are experienced lawyers, have a rudimentary grasp of the 

principles of drafting, reflected in the quality of Bills they prepare. Such draft Bills when 

submitted to the AG are of very poor quality, often making it difficult to determine their 

purposes and how these purposes may be achieved.
55

  Finally, the Fifth Schedule of the 

                                                 
53

 Samson Davies Maundu (2013), Implementing the Constitution of Kenya: Why Parliamentary Counsel Find it 

Difficult, The Loophole, Journal of the Commonwealth Association of Legislative Counsel, Issue No. 1 of 2013, 

pp. 5- 14, available at: http://www.opc.gov.au/CALC/docs/loophole/loophole-March 13.rtf. 
54

 ibid, at 10. 
55
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Constitution sets strict deadlines, within which certain laws must be enacted, a challenge to 

drafters.
56

 

  

The sum effect of the above is that more time is lost attempting to determine the purposes or 

principles of the proposed legislation than in actual drafting. As a result, by the time final 

instructions are settled, time is already running out. Some of the unwanted effects of 

proposed legislation are discovered only after the Bill has been introduced into Parliament or, 

sometimes, after it is enacted into law.
57

 As Thornton observes, the involvement of drafters 

before the policy has been fully developed and accepted are likely to avoid delays during the 

drafting process especially in the case of major and complex proposals.
58

 

 

The paper ends by suggesting that there is need for a Kenyan legislative drafting manual at 

the AG‟s office.
59

 Such a manual would describe what parliamentary counsel can do when 

drafting legislation, including providing the mechanical details of how to number, when to 

use italics, and which formulae to use when inserting provisions in a Bill. It would 

standardise procedures across the entire government for drafting legislation, especially drafts 

by non-legislative counsel. It would help ensure through administrative means that all 

departments, especially those that rely on outside consultants, prepare drafts that meet the 

requirements of the Office of the AG.
60

 It would reduce drafting errors, ensure uniformity, 

and increase efficiency. The time taken by legislative counsel and instructing officers in 

agreeing to the instructions would be reduced significantly, ensuring that deadlines are met 

and the drafting process is accelerated. It would also free-up legislative counsel to 

concentrate on their core function of drafting, and reduce their need to engage in drafting-

related activities such as policy activities that should ideally remain the preserve of 

instructing officers and their departments.
61

 

 

The above paper is useful in informing the challenges faced by the office of the AG in 

drafting legislation. It however ignores other departments and bodies involved in legislative 

drafting. It also does not propose any concrete legal reforms towards streamlining the drafting 

                                                 
56

 ibid, at 11. 
57
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58

 Thornton, “Legislative Drafting” op. cit at 126. 
59
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60
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61
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process. This study goes further to examine all institutions mandated to play a role in 

legislative drafting. It also proposes legal reforms aimed at streamlining the drafting process 

in Kenya. 

 

Anne Kiunuhe examines legislative drafting in Kenya.
62

 Her article notes that legislative 

drafting requires not only an excellent command of the English language but also a good 

appreciation of the subject matter of the legislation. Further, good laws should be drawn up in 

an intelligible and consistent manner and in accordance with the established principles of 

legislative drafting and presentation.
63

  

 

On challenges facing legislative drafting in Kenya, the paper highlights that the Legislative 

Drafting Department in the State Law Office is understaffed. It had only 25 members of staff, 

against a required total staffing level of 44. Among these, only 13 were parliamentary 

counsel, of which only three have obtained a diploma in legislative drafting.
64

 The second 

challenge is that the Kenya Law Reform Commission lacked a drafting department.
65

 Finally, 

Parliament lacked effective scrutiny of laws with many Bills being passed replete with errors, 

which ought to be noticed and corrected before passage.
66

 

 

The article explains that the above challenges have contributed to poor draftsmanship, which 

has sometimes come under the sharp criticism of the High Court when it declares certain 

provisions unconstitutional.
67

 The article notes that the Acts of Parliament required in order 

to give full efficacy to the Constitution should not only be enacted but also drafted to the 

highest standards.
68

 The article ends by praising the move by the Commonwealth Secretariat 

to provide experts to assist Kenya in drafting the many laws required to be enacted pursuant 

to the new Constitution. The article however calls for hard work, training and enhancing the 

capacity of the bodies charged with law reform and legislative drafting.
69

 

 

                                                 
62

 Anne Kuinuhe (August, 2010), Why Drafting of Kenyan Laws Needs Urgent Revamping, The Business Daily 

Nation, available at: http://www.businessdailyafrica.com/Opinion-and-Analysis/Why-drafting-of-Kenyan-laws-

needs-urgent-revamping/-/539548/995384/-/item/0/-/a72o2nz/-/index.html, (last accessed 3
rd

 July, 2013). 
63

 ibid, at 1. 
64
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65
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67
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The article is useful to this study because it highlights the challenges faced in the legislative 

drafting process. However, the article only identifies two institutions charged with legislative 

drafting and ignores others. It also makes general recommendations on how to improve the 

process. This study goes further to address all institutions involved in legislative drafting in 

Kenya. The study also highlights additional challenges. Finally it makes specific 

recommendation on legal reforms necessary to streamline the legislative drafting process in 

Kenya.  

 

G.C. Thornton examines extensively the drafting process and the role of a legislative 

drafter.
70

 He asserts that legislative drafting does not necessarily begin with the receipt of 

drafting instructions and end with completion of the agreed draft. He observes that the 

drafting process needs to be seen in a wider context if it is to be understood fully.
71

  He 

further notes that the receipt of instructions is just one part of the process of legislation, 

whereby an idea or concept concerning the social framework of the society becomes 

government policy, and eventually passes through the legislative machinery to reach the 

statute book as law. David Elliot asserts that the quality of drafting instructions facilitates the 

role of drafters.
72

 

 

As rightly observed by Thornton, the drafter is not usually a party to the beginning of the 

process.
73

 The desire for legislation may in any instance come from any sources perhaps a 

commission of inquiry, a political party‟s manifesto, a parliamentary committee, a law reform 

sector, a trade or a professional sector, a pressure group representing a sector of the public or 

a judicial decision which may have revealed an error or loophole in an existing law.
74

 No 

matter where the ideas originate, it is not until they are accepted by government as part of its 

policy that they become the prime concern of the drafter.
75

  

 

Thornton‟s book is useful to this study as it articulates the processes which a legislative 

drafter must consider in drafting quality legislation. However, for Thornton only identifies 

two institutions, the institution giving drafting instructions and the drafting office charged 

                                                 
70
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71
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72
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with legislative drafting but ignores others. He also dwells on the drafting of public Bills and 

ignores the process of drafting Private Bills. This study goes further to address all institutions 

involved in legislative drafting in Kenya. The study also examines the process of drafting 

Private Bills and its conformity with drafting standards and policy. 

 

There are also varied opinions on the interface between the legislative drafter and the policy 

maker. Thornton asserts that “the regulation and control of society is the field in which the 

draftsman toils; his task is to frame the communication of policy decisions having legal 

consequences to members of the society.” 
76

 He recognizes that, “the legal drafter has a 

small though responsible part to play in the earlier stages before  policies are finally 

determined and ready to be expressed in the legislative form. ”
77

 He, therefore, concludes 

that the drafter‟s major task is in the field of communication and on the basis of his 

instructions, the drafter must survey the relevant law as it exists and make his decision as to 

the content of what is to be communicated and how it should be communicated. For 

Thornton, a drafter need not know anything about the substance but only how to use words to 

communicate what the person who designed the substance had in mind. 

 

Crabbe on the other hand, proposes that matters of policy should be left to the Executive arm 

of government
78

. He states that a drafter “is a technician whose function is to translate policy 

into law.”
79

 He further states that “since there is a thin dividing line between policy and 

implementation, between practice and procedure... a drafter can participate in policy 

deliberations,” but he cautions that “the drafter should not usurp the role of a policy 

maker.”
80

 Crabbe appreciates that as much as the interest of a drafter in policy is not denied, 

clear separation of powers should be maintained and the as drafter‟s knowledge in policy 

matters could be limited.
81
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Professor Grad
82

 on the other hand proposes that in legislative drafting, “form follows 

function”. He proposes that a drafter should liaise with the officials from the line ministry, 

who often lack legislative drafting skills.
83

 Further, he criticizes instances where drafting is 

carried out by consultants, who may not be competent, leading to a tendency where the 

ministry concentrates on producing a legislative draft with insufficient prior consideration of 

the policy which it should reflect.
84

 

 

The above pieces of literature attempt to locate the role of the drafter in policy formulation. 

They however are varied in their approaches. This study emphasizes on a holistic approach to 

the legislative process. The study also asserts the need for streamlining the legal and 

institutional framework for better coordination in the drafting process. It also emphasizes the 

need for drafters to be involved in policy formulation, as policy forms the basis of any form 

of legislation.  

 

1.8 Justification 

Kenya is in the 3
rd

 year of implementing the Constitution, 2010.  Parliament is required to 

enact at least 49 pieces of legislation to operationalize the Constitution
85

. The existing laws 

have to be amended to align it with the new framework. Further, institutions and systems of 

government including Parliament, Judiciary and constitutional Commissions, among other 

institutions, are to be created or restructured. The Constitution has also restructured the 

institutions charged with initiating and drafting of legislation. This is, thus, a busy period for 

legislative drafters in Kenya. 

 

This study explores the weaknesses and loopholes that exist in the drafting process. It informs 

the various actors in the drafting process which includes the Legislative Drafting Department 

within the Office of the Attorney General, the Commission for the Implementation of the 

Constitution (CIC), the Kenya Law Reform Commission (KLRC), Directorate of Legal 

Services within Parliament and the Constitutional Implementation Oversight Committee, of 

the inherent challenges on their quest of drafting quality and effective legislation. 

                                                 
82
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The study also makes recommendations on the legal and institutional reforms necessary so as 

to create an efficient legislative drafting process, which shall in return guarantee enactment of 

quality legislation.  

 

The study draws comparisons with South Africa and the United States of America (USA). 

Historically, Kenya‟s relentless search for a new constitution was informed by the need to re-

define the relationship of the citizens with government.  There was deep dissatisfaction with 

the nature of the exercise of executive power.
86

 As Kivuva notes, Kenyans had been angered 

by previous governments that had ruled the country without regard to the wishes of the 

majority.
87

 Sihanya notes that since independence, the executive, more so the presidency, 

animated and dominated the discourse on constitution making, the constitutional process, and 

constitutional review and implementation, as well as political processes.
88

  

 

The executive over time wielded a lot of power leading to power imbalances between the 

executive and other arms of government.
89

 This led to the presidency dominating in the 

legislative agenda in parliament and passed law to legitimize his actions. The question of 

separation of powers, therefore, became one of the underlying reasons for constitutional 

reform. 

 

Scholars who have studied African states on the other hand, are of the view that African 

states are weak, exploitative, illegitimate, fragile and without roots in the community.
90

 

According to Huntington, the African state is faced by political instability and that national 

governments only exercise tenuous control over state.
91

  

 

Comparatively, western democracies have been referred to as being different from African 

states because they govern with a minimum degree of legitimacy.
92

 Sandbrook argues that the 
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western state is considered as impartial arbiter whose role is to promote national interest, 

efficiency and national welfare.
93

 

 

The doctrine of separation of powers has been embraced in the constitutions of most 

democratic countries in the world. In its inspiration to address the challenges brought about 

by the imbalance of power between the three arms of government, Kenya‟s Constitution, 

2010, enacts a presidential system similar to that of South Africa and USA.  These countries 

have maintained this balance of power between the president and the legislature, each of 

which is functionally independent and competent. .  

 

The drafting process in these countries is thus comparable.   

 

To the above extent, the study is justified. 

 

1.9 Research Methodology 

The study required data on the legal framework concerning legislative drafting in Kenya and 

comparative approaches to legislative drafting from South Africa and the US. The study is 

designed to be an exploratory research predominantly based on review of literature. The 

methods to be used will include both primary and secondary sources of data. Library services 

will be highly utilized in exploring the relevant materials from textbooks, scholarly articles 

and reports on the subject to support the arguments made in the study. 

 

The primary sources consulted included the Constitution of Kenya, 2010, various Acts of 

Parliament from Kenya, South Africa and US, and also data from interviewees.  

 

Data from interviewees was collected through in depth-interviews. In depth interviews were 

conducted with five officials from the Legislative Drafting Department within the Office of 

the Attorney General, five officials from the Directorate of Legal Affairs within Parliament 

and five advocates knowledgeable on legislative drafting matters. Further, two officials each 

from the CIC and KLRC were interviewed. The interviewees were selected using purposive 

sampling method, which enabled identification of only the interviewees with most 

                                                 
93
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information. The determining factor of choice was experience in dealing with legislative 

drafting; actual drafting, academic specialization and published papers. 

 

Data analysis was mainly qualitative, bringing out personal views of individuals, gathered 

from the interviews. 

 

1.10 Chapter Outline 

The study contains five chapters, outlined below.   

 

1.10.1 Chapter One: Background to the Study 

This chapter gives a brief introduction to the study by giving a bird‟s eye view of the theme of the 

study. Background information, statement of the research problem, research objectives, research 

questions, hypothesis, theoretical framework, literature review, justification and research 

methodology have been enumerated.  

 

1.10.2 Chapter Two: Legal Framework on Legislative Drafting in Kenya 

This chapter examines the legal framework for legislative drafting in Kenya. It analyses the 

various law making provisions for the legislative process both before and after the enactment of 

the new constitution. It outlines comparative perspectives from South Africa and US on the same 

matters.  

 

1.10.3 Chapter Three: Institutional Framework for Legislative Drafting in Kenya 

This chapter examines the institutional framework for legislative drafting in Kenya. It also 

examines the extent to which the 2010 Constitution has re-structured the institutions charged with 

legislative drafting with the view of establishing the inherent challenges. It also enumerates 

comparative perspectives from South Africa and US on the same matters. 

 

1.10.4 Policy Making in the Context of Legislative Drafting 

This chapter examines the current practice in policy formulation in the context of legislative 

drafting in Kenya. It elaborates on the need for a formal policy process that encompasses the 

formulation of the problem, design of the concept, strategies and policy analyses. It also examines 

the extent to which private member Bills conforms to government policy. 
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1.10.5 Chapter Four: Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter highlights the major conclusions and recommendations of the study. The 

conclusions section sums up the findings in the preceding Chapters. The study then makes 

recommendations on the reforms necessary so as to strengthen the legislative drafting process in 

Kenya.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

 LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING IN KENYA 

2.1 Introduction 

This Chapter examines the legal framework on legislative drafting in Kenya. It analyses the 

provisions relating to legislative drafting processes in Kenya before the enactment of the new 

Constitution and inherent challenges manifested by that dispensation. The Chapter also seeks 

to examine the changes introduced by the new Constitution. Further, the Chapter will 

evaluate if the changes brought about by the new dispensation are adequate in the quest of 

drafting effective legislation. 

  

2.2 Legislative Processes in the Constitution  

The 1963 Constitution provided for a Parliamentary system of Government where the 

president and the cabinet of ministers were members of the legislature. The Attorney- 

General, who was also an appointee of the President, was a Member of Parliament.
94

 The 

President was a representative of a constituency and was allowed to sit in Parliament and 

deliberate on any parliamentary proceedings, assented to Bills, had control over the 

parliamentary calendar, appointed the Attorney-General, appointed MPs to the Cabinet
95

 and 

also determined the size of Cabinet.   

 

Although the 1963 Constitution recognised Parliament to be supreme, in reality the 

legislature hardly functioned as a check on the executive.
96

As Kivuva notes, policies and 

legislative agenda of government was made by the president and members of his inner 

circle.
97

 Parliament passed retrogressive legislation as a result of coercion and fear of 

unpleasant consequences if an MP was found to be criticising the executive.
98

 Nancy Kassop, 

observes that the presidents make law unilaterally, every day.
99

 She argues that there is 

increased influence of the presidency both in policy making and legislative authority.
100

 The 

President appointed key actors in the legislative process including the A-G and the cabinet, 

participated in parliamentary debates and assented to Bills and the heavy presence of 
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executive in parliament compromised the objective deliberation, debate and passage of 

legislation.  

 

The law making process in Kenya was like many Commonwealth jurisdictions. The process 

depended on the type of Bill in question, whether a Government initiated legislation or a 

private member initiated Bill. The object of public Bill, as stated by Gicheru, is to alter 

general law on a question of public
101

 thus such legislation emanated from Government 

policy. For Government Bills, the Ministry concerned formulated policy on an issue to be 

legislated upon.
102

 This may have arisen due to changes in a particular situation which needed 

an amendment of an existing law or an introduction of a new law altogether.  

 

The Minister then submitted the policy proposal to Cabinet for approval. Once the policy was 

approved, the Cabinet directed the Attorney-General to draft a Bill in consultation with the 

Ministry concerned.
103

The Minister and the Attorney-General then requested Cabinet for an 

approval of the Bill to be introduced to the National Assembly.
104

 Once the Cabinet approval 

was granted, the Bill was published fourteen (14) days before being tabled at the National 

Assembly for debate.
105

  

 

The 2010 Constitution has introduced fundamental changes to the legislature as an institution 

of representation and law making. The Constitution has introduced a bi-cameral government 

which has been delinked from executive control. The Legislature comprises of two houses, 

the National Assembly and the Senate.
106

 The National Assembly represents constituencies 

and the Senate represents the interests of county governments.
107

 According to Kirui and 

Murkomen, the Kenyan Senate in unique in terms of specificity of its functions.
 108

 The 

Senate is mandated to perform legislative and oversight authority over matters that 

exclusively affect county governments.
109
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The Senate will therefore, play a vital role in the formulating policies and legislative aspects 

including the functions or mandate of the county institutions of governance like the county 

assemblies, of county executives, monitoring of funds allocated to the county government 

and delivery of services.
110

  The creation of a bi-cameral system will create an appellate 

hierarchy in enactment of laws.
111

 

 

On the law making functions, any Bill may be introduced to the National Assembly.
112

 

Money Bills are only considered by the National Assembly.
113

 Bills concerning county 

governments may originate in either House.
114

  With the legislative roles vested on both 

Houses, it is expected that disagreements may arise where both Houses have competence 

over the matter. The Constitution provides mechanisms to resolve contentious issues through 

mediation committees made up of members from both Houses
115

   or through the Supreme 

Court rendering its advisory opinion.
116

  

 

Recently, the Senate moved to the Supreme Court for an advisory opinion on the role of the 

National Assembly and the Senate in the origination, consideration and enactment of the 

Division of Revenue Bills.
117

 The Supreme Court, in its advisory opinion, affirmed that the 

Senate has a clear role in consideration and passage of the Revenue Bill as it affected 

counties. Rawal DCJ, in concurring with the majority decision, obseved that the Constitution 

is categorical on the rejection of exclusionary claims to powers of governance as the letter 

and spirit of the Constitution is suffused with the call of accountability, co-orporation, 

responsiveness and openness. 

 

 2. 3 Parliamentary Processes in Legislative Making 

The Legislature is one of the main actors in the legislative agenda. The Parliamentary 

processes with respect to the origination, drafting and passage of legislation are analysed 

below. 
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2.3.1 Standing Orders  

Parliamentary processes are largely based on standing orders. Standing Orders is a written 

document containing rules, policies, procedures, regulations, and orders for the conduct of 

business in Parliament. They are rules for the guidance and governance of parliamentary 

procedure which endure through successive Parliamentary sessions until vacated or repealed. 

The Standing Orders are usually formulated collectively by the members of Parliament 

(MPs). The current Standing Orders for both the Senate and National Assembly were adopted 

on 9th January, 2013.
118

 

 

2.3.2 The Process of Legislating Government Initiated Bills 

Upon a legislative proposal being received from the A-G‟s office and approved by the 

Speaker, the legislative proposal was sent back to the A-G for publishing as a Bill in the 

Kenya Gazette.
119

 It was then the responsibility of the Minister or any other member desiring 

to introduce the Bill to deliver to the Clerk a sufficient number of copies of the Bill for 

distribution to Members.
120

 

 

The Bill was published for a period of fourteen (14) days, or such shorter period as the House 

approved.
121

 The public would get access for the first time to the complete Bill upon 

publication, and had fourteen (14) days to read the Bill and prepare their input at the 

Committee stage. The Bill would then be referred to a Committee for thorough scrutiny, 

which had to present the Committee‟s report to the House within ten (10) calendar days of 

such committal.
122

 Again this period was too short for any meaningful engagement of the 

public to factor in their input. There was no express requirement for consulting members of 

the public on their views on the Bill. Despite the lack of express provisions, members of the 

public would participate in the formulation of Bills by giving their views through memoranda 

to the Committees. 

 

Under the 2010 Constitution, the President, Cabinet Secretaries and the Attorney- General are 

no longer members of Parliament. This creates uncertainty in tabling and facilitating 
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Government sponsored legislation. The Executive has to identify individual members and 

request them to sponsor its Bills for introduction to the House, a role which of late has been 

undertaken mainly by the Leader of Majority Party in Parliament.   

 

The sponsoring member is required to send the legislative proposal to the Speaker.
123

 On 

receiving it, the Speaker refers it to the Clerk who cross checks it, drafts it in proper form 

where necessary and submits it back to the Speaker with comments. The comments will 

clarify either the proposed legislation affects or does not affect counties, it is a special or an 

ordinary Bill, it is a draft money Bill, it conforms to the Constitution and the law and is in 

order as to format and style in accordance with the Standing Orders.
124

 

  

Upon receiving back the legislative proposal from the Clerk, the Speaker directs either that 

the legislative proposal be not proceeded with or that it be accepted. If the Speaker certifies 

that the legislative proposal is accepted, the proposal is published as a Bill.
125

 The Clerk of 

the Assembly is granted the responsibility for publishing of Bills.
126

 Upon publication of a 

Bill in the Kenya Gazette, the Clerk obtains sufficient copies of the Bill and avails a copy of 

the Bill to every Member.
127

 

 

2.3.2.1 South African Process of Legislating Government Initiated Bills 

The South African Constitution empowers the President, and any member of the Cabinet or 

any Deputy Minister who is not a member of the National Assembly, subject to the rules and 

orders of the Assembly, to attend and speak in the Assembly, but not to vote.
128

 It further 

identifies persons who can introduce Bills in the Assembly to include a Cabinet member or a 

Deputy Minister or a member or a committee of the National Assembly.
129

 However, for the 

National Council of Provinces (NCOP), the equivalent of Kenya‟s Senate, only a member or 

Committee of the NCOP may introduce a Bill in the Council.
130
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The Cabinet Secretaries, committee members or individual members therefore, first submit 

the Bill to the Speaker.
131

 They then publish in the gazette a notice of intention to introduce 

the Bill inviting members of the public to make comments to the respective ministers or 

committee.
132

 It is only after 30 days that the Bill is then formally tabled in Parliament by the 

Cabinet secretaries, Committee members or individual members for the first reading.
133

 

 

2.3.2.2 United States of America Process of Legislating Government Initiated Bills 

In the US, the executive members and individual members first submit the Bill to the 

Speaker,
134

 who refers the Bills to Committees without any debate.
135

 The custom of First 

Reading is no longer present in Congress, having been replaced by entering of the title of the 

Bill in the Congress Journal and its printing in the Congressional Record.
136

 The 

Chairpersons of the various Committees or Committee members appointed for that purpose 

therefore sponsor Government Bills and introduce the Bills on the floor of the House for 

debate.   

 

2.4. The Process of Enacting Bills Initiated by Private Members  

Individual members could develop legislative proposals independent of the Executive.
137

 The 

Bills could be drafted by private members themselves or through the assistance of civil 

society groups or other interest groups. However, among the functions of the Directorate of 

Legal Affairs was to draft Bills initiated by private members after the passage of motions for 

introduction of the Bills.
138

 Further, Government ministers would, with consent of the 

sponsoring member, take over private member Bills.  

 

The Standing Orders, 2013 allow individual members to submit any Bills they wish to 

sponsor to the Speaker for approval.  However, there are no clear provisions on drafting of 

such Bills. The roles of the Directorate of Legal Services at Parliament do not include 

drafting of Bills sponsored by individual members. This grants leeway to individual members 
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to engage consultants to draft a Bill and then send it to the Speaker for approval, bypassing 

the Directorate.
139

 The Bill is thus submitted without undergoing scrutiny that Government 

sponsored legislation is subjected to. 

 

The National Assembly Standing Orders, 2013 have attempted to address this disparity in 

respect of legislative proposals sponsored by individual members. They obligate the Speaker 

to refer the legislative proposal to the relevant Committee for pre-publication scrutiny and 

comments. The Committee is then required to submit its comments on the legislative 

proposal to the Speaker within fourteen (14) days of receipt of the legislative proposal.
140

 The 

Committees comments inform the Speaker on whether to certify that the legislative proposal 

is accepted for publication into a Bill or not. The Standing Orders are however silent on the 

parameters and criteria for such pre-publication scrutiny. 

 

2.4.1 South African Process of Enacting Bills Sponsored by Private Members 

The South African law empowers the State law Advisers (SLAs) to check alignment to policy 

during certification of Government Bills. For Bills initiated by private members, the National 

Assembly Rules establish a Committee on Private Members‟ Legislative Proposals and 

Special Petitions to which all private member Bills are referred before publication.  

 

The Committee may, with or without reservations, recommend to the House that permission 

be granted or denied for the member to proceed with the proposed legislation.
141

 The 

Committee shall take into account the following in recommending permission or denial of a 

private member Bill, first,  if the proposed Bill goes against the spirit, purpose and object of 

the Constitution. Second, if the Bill seeks to initiate legislation beyond the legislative 

competence of the Assembly. Third, if the Bill duplicates existing legislation or legislation 

awaiting consideration by the Assembly or Council. Fourth, the Bill pre-empts similar 

legislation soon to be introduced by the national executive or will result in a money Bill or 

fifth if it is frivolous or vexatious
142
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The above provisions allow South Africa to have a thorough scrutiny of private member 

Bills, similar to scrutiny of Government sponsored legislation. 

 

2.5 Public Participation in Legislative Process 

Before 2010, participatory law making was achieved at a minimum level. As Sihanya notes, 

the Kenya Law Reform Commission (KLRC) routinely collected views from the public 

before drafting of Bills.
143

  The Ministries identified the legal problems that needed to be 

legislated and would convene stakeholder forums, in which views of the public were taken 

into consideration. Many Acts of Parliament did not place any mandatory requirements for 

public participation.
144

  

 

The 2010 Constitution has elaborate provisions on participatory law making. The 

Constitution lists participation of the people among the national values and principles of 

governance.
145

 It demands that Parliament conduct its business in an open manner, and its 

sittings and those of its Committees shall be open to the public.
146

 Further it calls upon 

Parliament to facilitate public participation and involvement in the legislative and other 

business of Parliament and its Committees.
147

 Moreover, Parliament is barred from excluding 

the public, or any media, from any sitting unless in exceptional circumstances the relevant 

Speaker has determined that there are justifiable reasons for the exclusion.
148

 Finally, it 

decrees that there shall be openness and accountability, including public participation in 

financial matters.
149

 

 

The current Standing Orders implement the principle of public participation. First, it requires 

that all Bills to be introduced on the floor of the House must have been published in the 

Kenya Gazette and a period of fourteen (14)  days, or such shorter period as the House may 

resolve, has lapsed since the publication.
150

 The fourteen (14) day period is meant to give the 

members of the public time to digest the contents of the Bill and form opinions on changes 
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necessary. The Standing Orders further require departmental Committees to which a Bill is 

committed to facilitate public participation and take into account the views and 

recommendations of the public when they make their report to the House.
151

 

 

The Committees have twenty (20) calendar days from the time of committal of the Bill to 

present the Committee‟s report to the House, though they may request for additional time.
152

 

To facilitate public participation, most Committees, through the Clerks, have been publishing 

notices in local newspapers either inviting members of the public for public hearings or 

requesting them to submit written memoranda to the Clerk.
153

 Such notices however give 

very short deadlines for the submissions and short notices for the hearings.
154

  

 

The Standing Orders further provide that all Committee proceedings shall be open to the 

public unless in exceptional circumstances the Speaker has determined that there are 

justifiable reasons for the exclusion of the public.
155

 They further require the Clerk, unless 

otherwise prohibited by any law, to allow access by the public to Journals and Records, 

whether audio, electronic or any other form, including all papers and accounts howsoever 

presented to or belonging to Parliament.
156

  

 

In addition, the Standing Orders allow members of the public access to sittings of the House 

and Committees unless, in exceptional circumstances, the Speaker has determined that there 

are justifiable reasons for the exclusion.
157

 The grounds for exclusion are vague, granting the 

Speaker much discretion. The Speakers‟ decision on exclusion is final and not questionable. 

This may allow the Speaker to arbitrarily exclude the public without proper reasons.  
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Finally, they allow for broadcast of House proceedings.
158

 The First Schedule to the Standing 

Orders contains Broadcasting Rules, which establishes the Parliamentary Broadcasting Unit 

to oversee the broadcasting of parliamentary proceedings.
159

 The unit is authorised, unless the 

House otherwise directs, to broadcast the proceedings of Parliament and provide access to 

parliamentary information.
160

 This was evidenced recently when Justin Muturi, the Speaker 

of the National assembly, ordered journalists to vacate parliamentary press centre due to a 

shortage of space for MPs to conduct House Committee meetings.
161

 

 

The above provisions in the Constitution and Standing Orders provide avenues for public 

participation through attendance, observation, oral presentation of views and submission of 

written memoranda. However, effectiveness of this participation is in doubt as shall be 

discussed in the next Chapter. 

 

2.5.1 Public Participation in Legislative Process in South Africa  

The South African Constitution requires that the rules of both the National Assembly and the 

National Council of Provinces (NCOP) have due regard to, amongst others, representative 

and participatory democracy and public involvement.
162

   The South African Constitution 

also imposes an obligation on both Houses and their Committees to facilitate public 

involvement in their legislative and other processes.
163

  

 

In implementing this principle, the Rules of the South African National Assembly require that 

before a Bill is introduced in the House, a prior notice of its introduction be given in the 

Gazette;
164

 and an explanatory summary of the Bill, or the draft Bill to be introduced, be 

published in the Gazette.
165

 The notice in the Gazette must contain an invitation to interested 

persons and institutions to submit written representations on the draft legislation to the 

Secretary within a specified period.
166
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Further, for Bills sponsored by committees, the committees are required to arrange their 

business in such a manner that interested persons and institutions have a period of at least 

three (3) weeks after the draft Bill or particulars of the draft Bill have been published in the 

Gazette to comment on the proposed legislation, before its introduction on the floor of the 

House.
167

 These arrangements must also give officials of any relevant State department or 

other executive organ of State, a sufficient opportunity to state their case before the 

committee.
168

 

 

Further once government sponsored Bills have been introduced and committed to 

committees, the committees are required to make invitations, press statements, 

advertisements or in any other manner, to the public to comment on the Bill.
169

 The above 

provides for dual public participation in state sponsored Bills, first, at the Cabinet Secretary 

level and second, at the Parliamentary committee level. 

 

In addition, House sessions, meetings of the committees and sub-committees are open to the 

public, including the media. The member presiding may not exclude the public, including the 

media, from the meeting, except when legislation, House rules or resolutions of the Assembly 

provide for the committee or sub-committee to meet in closed session.  

 

Closed sessions can also be allowed when the committee or sub-committee is considering a 

matter which is of a private nature that is prejudicial to a particular person, protected under 

parliamentary privilege, or for any other reason privileged in terms of the law, confidential in 

terms of legislation or of such a nature that its confidential treatment is for any other reason 

reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society.
170

 The rules are therefore more 

specific on when public can be excluded, as opposed to Kenyan Standing Orders which grant 

the Speaker unfettered discretion. 

 

2.5.2 Public Participation in Legislative Process in the US  

The US House of Representatives Rules facilitate public participation in legislative process. 

The Rules provide for broadcast of House sessions and committee meetings.
171

 They also 
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guarantee access to committee hearings by members of the public.
172

 The public is only 

excluded, first, when disclosure of testimony, evidence, or other matters to be considered 

would endanger national security.  

 

Second, if it would compromise sensitive law enforcement information, or would violate a 

law or rule of the House.
173

 Third, whenever it is asserted by a member of the committee or a 

witness that the evidence or testimony at a hearing may tend to defame, degrade, or 

incriminate any person.
174

  The Rules allow participation by the public through witness 

before committees
175

 and submission of written memoranda.
176

 The Rules finally allow for 

public access to records and proceedings of the House.
177

 

 

2.6 Challenges in the Legal Framework on Legislative Drafting in Kenya  

The fundamental changes brought by 2010 Constitution on the legal framework on legislative 

drafting came with a number of challenges as analysed below. 

 

2.6.1 Rushed Legislative Drafting Process 

Katherina Staronova and Katarina Mathernova argue that the law making system must be a 

planned and coordinated process which is deliberately devised to provide adequate time for 

preparation, consultation inside and outside Government and Parliamentary consideration.
178

 

In  the Kenyan situation, there is a tendency of accelerating the legislative drafting process 

when faced with weighty legislative matters, through reduction of timelines on publication 

and debate.
179

 Bills are published for fourteen (14) days before being formally introduced on 

the floor of the House.
180

 After the first reading, the committees have only twenty (20) days 

to discuss and submit their reports.
181
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Some of the reductions may be due to genuine time pressure, with situations at hand requiring 

quick fix solutions. For instance, the National Accord and Reconciliation Act, 2008, which 

amended the Constitution and established the Coalition Government, had to be done swiftly 

as the country was on the verge of civil war after the post- election violence of 2007- 2008. 

Later the Act was found to have several deficiencies. First the Act under section3(2) 

recognized the Prime Minister as the person having the largest number of members of the 

National Assembly yet section 3(1) subordinated the Prime Minister under the President. And 

second, section 4 of the Act mandated the Prime Minister to coordinate and supervise 

execution and functions of Government without elaborating how this will be done. This later 

proved to be practically challenged as structurally, the ministries were under the firm grip of 

the President.   

 

The 2010 Constitution sets a very strict calendar of the enactment of laws required for 

implementation.
182

  Legislative drafting is therefore done within very tight timelines, 

allowing little time for consultations, which negatively affects the quality of legislation. 

Many reductions of the publication and debate periods are made to meet deadlines set in the 

Constitution for Bills implementing the Constitution. This arises due to lack of planning, with 

the A-G forwarding the Bills to Parliament a month and even in other instances weeks to the 

deadline,
183

 yet he had a whole year to draft the Bills. For instance, 15 Bills were passed by 

Parliament within four days to meet the 27
th

 August, 2011 Constitutional deadline.
184

 

 

 In a later audit by CIC, most of the Acts were found to have glaring inconsistencies, errors 

and unconstitutional provisions.
185

 It is against this backdrop that CIOC vowed to put a stop 

to the rushing of Bills to allow quality debate.
186

 However, the trend has not ended with 
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delays still evident in 2013. This has created a trend where Parliament enacts weak 

legislations in a rush to beat the constitutional implementation deadlines.
187

 

Further, ministerial requests for legislation are always urgent, with a tendency to shorten the 

publication period for almost all Bills. For instance, the National Assembly recently reduced 

the publication period for National Police Service Commission (Amendment) Bill, 2013 and 

the National Police Service (Amendment) Bill, 2013 from fourteen (14) to seven (7) days.
188

 

This was done despite opinions that the Bills are contrary to express constitutional provisions 

and have inconsistencies.
189

 

 

The fast tracking of Bills has a negative impact on the quality of legislation. The situation 

results in draft laws of various qualities which vary in compatibility, uniformity and 

applicability. As a result, new laws have severe inconsistencies and shortcomings and they 

need to be amended shortly after they come into force and sometimes even before. Inevitably, 

this makes the subsequent implementation phase difficult as low quality laws are difficult to 

interpret. 

 

2.6.1.1 South Africa Practice in Enacting Urgent Bills  

South African law also allows for fast-tracking of Bills. The member in charge of the Bill or 

the Leader of Government Business in Parliament submits such requests to the Joint 

Programme Committee of Parliament.
190

 The Committee may dispense with any rule that 

may impede prompt passage of an urgent Bill, shorten any period within which any step in 
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the legislative process relating to the Bill must be completed, or make any procedural ruling 

that may facilitate prompt passage of the Bill.
191

  

 

Such a decision must, however, be taken in a Committee sitting where both the Speaker and 

the Chairperson of the Council are present.
192

 The decision must also be tabled in each House 

on its first sitting day after the decision was taken, for ratification by the House.
193

 An urgent 

Bill is defined as one whose delay in its passage may seriously affect the interests of the state 

or the general public; or one, due to other exceptional circumstances requires prompt 

passage.
194

 

 

The South African law therefore defines Bills which are urgent. It further provides for wide 

consultations before fast-tracking any Bill, reducing the possibility of misusing the process.  

 

2.6.2 Poor Public Participation Mechanisms 

There exists a poor public participation mechanism in Kenya. Staronova and Mathernova, 

state that public consultation should take place at each stage of legislative process.
 195

  They 

observe that public consultation has many benefits as it may inter alia give rise to a better 

understanding of the activities to be regulated and problems to be solved. It may also result in 

legal solutions which will more likely encourage compliance and it may enable Government 

to be more responsive to the needs and interests of the affected persons.
196

 As Kaguongo 

notes, public participation legitimises the resulting legislative document and owning of the 

document hence greater compliance.
197

 

 

Public participation requires adequate awareness, so as to enable the public participate from 

an informed perspective. The public therefore needs to be informed of the existence and 

contents of the Bill through advertisements and notices in the print media and radio slots, 

notices on a dedicated parliamentary television channel, media statements by the chairpersons 

of committees, specific invitations to interest groups, notices on Parliament‟s web site and 
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notices posted and distributed at places such as the Parliamentary offices at the constituency 

level. 

 

Communication through the above channels should give adequate time to the public to 

synthesize the information and form informed opinions. The public should then be engaged 

through submission of written memoranda and public hearings when necessary. 

 

As indicated, public participation mechanisms in Kenya are not adequate. There are four 

factors defining this, first, the law provides for publication of Bills only in the Kenya Gazette, 

a publication whose circulation is limited to Advocates and very few elite persons. Second, 

the publication periods are on many occasions shortened, denying the public the 14 days for 

reading the Bills, synthesizing its contents and forming an informed opinion on the matter.
198

 

Third, the notices published by the Clerk on behalf of committees give very short deadlines 

within which the public can submit their views. Finally, most of the views submitted by 

members of the public are not taken into consideration when the Committees compile their 

reports.
199

 This in a nutshell, falls short of the participatory process as envisaged by the 

Constitution. 

 

2.6.3 Lack of Evaluation Mechanisms on the Effectiveness of Legislative Instruments 

Testing of the effectiveness of legislation in Kenya is not done. The legal framework is does 

not provide for any evaluation mechanisms. A proper legal drafting system should conduct 

evaluations to establish the impact after the enactment of the legislation. Such evaluation 

would address a number of questions, first, have the goals been achieved with the current 

provisions? Second, which side effects have appeared and are these considerable? Third, to 

what extent have burdens and relief developed? Fourth, has the provision proven itself as 

practicable and will it be observed and obeyed? Fifth, is there a need for repeal or 

amendment? 
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Results of such evaluation are potent tools in the hands of the drafter when amending or 

repealing laws. As Crabbe observes, many laws are passed as a matter of formality and this 

may lead to the law being largely unknown to the audience intended and may be resisted by 

the intended audience hence a negative impact on the efficacy of the law as well as the 

efficacy of Government.
 200

 There is, thus, need to have a mechanism of getting feedback 

from the affected persons on legislation.  

 

Currently there is no legal framework on feedback mechanisms where those affected by the 

law are given a chance to interrogate its effectiveness. Thornton argues that draft legislation 

should be tested by applying it to various hypothetical circumstances. He further argues that 

an effort should be made to approach the draft from the position of users, perhaps with the aid 

of small groups to discuss and review the Bill‟s comprehensibility.
201

   

 

2.7 Conclusion 

This Chapter sought to analyse the significant structural changes to the legal framework on 

legislative drafting in Kenya, as introduced by the 2010 Constitution. The Chapter further 

analysed the adequacy of the redesigned roles of the Executive and the Legislature who are 

the main actors in the legislative process. The redesigned processes have brought about major 

administrative and procedural challenges. The pertinent challenges identified in this Chapter 

include lack of clear provisions on the origination and drafting of Bills, poor public 

participation mechanisms in the legislative process and rushed legislative drafting due to the 

heavy legislative demands set by the Constitution.  

 

The 2010 Constitution has also re-structured institutions engaged in legislative drafting. 

However, the Constitution and its implementing laws remain vague on certain matters 

touching on legislative drafting. They further do not address institutional challenges in the 

legislative drafting process before the enactment of the new Constitution.  

 

These institutions are discussed in detail in the next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE  

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK ON LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING IN KENYA 

3.1 Introduction 

The Constitution 2010 has created, abolished or restructured institutions engaged in 

legislative drafting in Kenya. This Chapter examines existing institutions before 2010 and 

how these institutions have been re-structured. The Chapter will further explore the new 

institutions engaged in legislative drafting which introduced by the Constitution. The Chapter 

will conclude by examining the adequacy of these institutions and if the challenges existing 

before have been adequately addressed. 

 

3.2 The Role of the Executive in Legislative Making   

At Kenya‟s independence in 1963, the Government was modelled on the Westminster system 

with a dual executive where the president exercised the executive authority and a prime 

minister who was responsible for the day to day running of government assisted by the 

Cabinet. As Kivuva observes, a frenzy of constitutional amendments began that saw the 

consolidation and over-concentration of legitimate power and authority in the executive arm 

of government, and the presidency in particular, at the expense of other arms of 

government.
202

 

 

The president was a representative of a constituency and was allowed to sit in parliament and 

deliberate on any parliamentary proceedings, had control over the parliamentary calendar, 

appointed the Attorney-General, appointed MPs to the Cabinet
203

 and he also determined the 

size of Cabinet. In this arrangement, the executive controlled the legislature by rewarding 

loyalty through appointments to ministerial positions and excluding critics.
204

  

 

Although the 1963 Constitution recognised parliament to be supreme, in reality, the 

legislature hardly functioned as a check on the executive.
205

Policies and legislative agenda of 

Government were made by the president and members of his inner circle.
206

 Parliament 

passed retrogressive legislation as a result of coercion and fear of unpleasant consequences if 
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an MP was found to be criticising the executive.
207

 The president participated in 

parliamentary debates and assented to Bills.  

 

Under the 2010 Constitution, the executive has been restructured to address the inherent 

challenges posed by the „imperial president‟. But as Kassop notes, the modern president 

make law every day.
208

 She observes that presidents make law unilaterally or jointly where 

their actions intersect with other branches of Government.
209

 There has been significant 

influence of the president‟s legislative making authority due to the growth of the presidency 

in all aspects including numbers, scope of its powers, its increasing specialization and its 

technical expertise.
210

 

 

In the 2010 Constitution, the president is no longer a member of parliament.
211

 All key 

executive appointments including the appointment of Cabinet Secretaries and the A-G require 

vetting and approval of the National Assembly. The Parliament‟s vetting of executive 

appointments will ensure that professional and high performers are retained in the public 

service. It will also end the culture and patronage- based appointments and enhances 

transparency and accountability in public affairs. Kivuva cautions however, that the vetting 

may become one avenue of conflict between the executive and the legislature that might 

impact negatively on the functions of Government.
212

 

 

 He further notes that there is a real danger that the vetting process and appointments may be 

overly political. Guinier observes that in cases where the president‟s party lacks majority in 

Parliament, the vetting process could degenerate into obstructionism and the "dictatorship of 

the majority”.
213

 This played out in Kenya during the vetting of Charity Ngilu and Najib 

Balala as Secretaries to the Cabinet. Although most MPs had reservations on their active 

participation in Jubilee Coalition campaigns, the Government used its „tyranny of numbers‟ 

to approve their nomination. 
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The 2010 Constitution sought to achieve a balance of power between the three arms 

Government with clear separation of powers. The Government however, is neither not so 

watertight nor so compartmentalised.
214

 The president monitors the every step of the 

legislative process.
215

 The legislative process is not an exclusive domain of the legislature as 

presidents participate fully in their unfolding.
216

 This legislative partnership, if carried out 

genuinely, may produce intended policy outcome.
217

  

 

As a result of the President‟s role in law making, institutional structures are needed to assist 

him in legislative process. These include the Cabinet, A-G‟s Office and the Kenya Law 

Reform Commission. The institutions are examined below. 

 

3.2.1 The Role of the Cabinet in Legislative Making 

The 1963 Constitution provided for the Cabinet. The Cabinet consisted of the president, vice-

president, the Prime Minister, the Deputy prime Ministers and other ministers.
218

 The size of 

the Cabinet and who was appointed to it was the prerogative of the president. The Cabinet 

members had to be either an elected or a nominated MP. This, according to Kivuva, allowed 

the president perks and powers of patronage thus seriously eroding the principle of checks 

and balances.
219

  It led to a situation where half of the legislative branch in the coalition 

government of Mwai Kibaki and Raila Odinga were part of the executive either as ministers 

or assistant ministers.
220

 

 

Although the passage of legislation was vested in the legislature, the executive through line 

ministries would originate and draft Bills to be enacted by the legislature.
221

 Any ministry 

that identified a need for legislation would prepare a non-legal draft crystalysing the 

problems, which the new measure sought to solve, or the objectives it must achieve.
222

 The 

minister would then submit a memorandum to the cabinet seeking Cabinet approval and 
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outlining the purposes of the proposal. Upon approval by Cabinet, the memorandum and the 

proposal would be forwarded to the A-G‟s office to proceed with the drafting of the Bill.
223

  

 

The 2010 Constitution has restructured the Cabinet significantly. The Constitution establishes 

a cabinet consisting of the President, the Deputy President, the A-G and the Cabinet 

Secretaries.
224

 To address the challenges of the former regime and check on the potential 

dominance of the executive, the president does not determine the size of the cabinet and 

Cabinet Secretaries are not members of parliament.
225

 The constitution also requires 

presidential nominees to the position of Cabinet Secretaries to be subjected to vetting and 

approval by Parliament.
226

  

 

The Cabinet Secretaries are also bound by leadership and integrity provisions as enumerated 

under Chapter Six of the Constitution. The Constitution allows any member of the National 

Assembly, supported by at least one- quarter of all the members of the Assembly to compel 

the president to dismiss a Cabinet Secretary on the grounds of gross misconduct, violation of 

the Constitution or the law or if a Cabinet Secretary has committed a crime under national or 

international law.
227

  Cabinet Secretaries are also accountable individually and collectively to 

the President and are required to attend before a Committee of Parliament to answer any 

question concerning matters within their responsibility, as well as provide parliament with 

full and regular reports concerning matters under their control. 
228

  

 

This kind of oversight reduces the president‟s abilities to influence the Cabinet in the 

performance of its duties.
229

 This will also likely to end the culture of non- performers who 

are retained through nepotism and patronage based appointments and will likely see more 

professionals go into government service
230

. 
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Sihanya however observes that the President‟s powers under Article 132(2) (b) of the 

Constitution which include the mandate to direct and co-ordinate the functions of ministries 

and departments, and assign responsibility for the implementation and administration of any 

Act of Parliament to a cabinet secretary, is not clear.
231

  He notes that the President may, for 

example, commandeer or usurp the statutory powers of a cabinet secretary, or direct the 

cabinet secretary on how to exercise discretionary powers under a statute.
232

   

 

The Constitution however does not clearly define the roles of Cabinet Secretaries. Their roles 

are clarified in the National Government Co-ordination Act.
233

 The Cabinet secretaries are 

responsible for first, coordinating the functions of the national government at the national 

level.
234

  Second, they formulate policy and guide, where required,  the implementation of the 

policy in respect of the respective Ministry, State departments or agencies under them.
235

 

Third, they act as a link between the State department and the President or Parliament as the 

case may be.
236

  

 

The law, therefore, does not expressly grant them a role in legislative drafting and legislative 

making. However, their coordination role may be interpreted to include approval of 

Government legislative proposals. Further, the Constitution authorises a County Executive 

Committee (CEC) to prepare proposed legislation for consideration by the county 

assembly.
237

 The resultant argument is that CECs in County Governments are akin to the 

Cabinet in the national Government. The Cabinet is therefore by extension also allowed to 

propose legislation.  

 

3.2.2 The Role of the Attorney–General in Legislative Drafting 

Historically, the A-G is a member of the inner cabinet with other Cabinet members and one 

of the president‟s closest confidants and advisers.
238

 This gives the A-G the political and legal 
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responsibilities.
239

 As Kassop further notes, the A-G‟s due the proximity and close 

relationship with the President, political considerations may trump legal ones.
240

   

 

The 1963 Constitution established the office of the Attorney-General.
241

 It granted it two 

major roles, first, being the principal legal adviser to the Government.
242

 Second he was 

charged with instituting, undertaking and discontinuing criminal proceedings against any 

person before any court in respect of any offence alleged to have been committed by that 

person.
243

 The President had leeway in appointing the A-G without approval by any other 

arm of government and without definite term of office.
244

 As Kivuva observes, the A-G was a 

presidential surrogate and propagated the president‟s political agenda, for example selective 

prosecutions and acquittals.
245

  

 

The A-G then restructured his office internally. In the structure, there is Treaties and 

Agreements Department which deals with Government to Government Agreements, 

International Conventions and Treaties. The Public Prosecution Department was a 

department under the A-G mandated to institute, undertake or discontinue criminal 

proceedings. 

 

Civil Litigation Department advise the Government in civil litigation matters, offer legal 

representation to the Government and other public sector institutions in civil litigation and 

undertake arbitration for the Government and its agencies.  

 

The department of Registrar-General deals with the registration of Companies, Business 

Names, Charges and Debentures, Chattels Mortgages, Adoptions, Trade Unions, Books and 

Newspapers and marriages. The administration of Copyrights is undertaken by the Kenya 

Copyright Board but administratively, falls under the A-G‟s office. The Advocates 

Complaints Commission was mandated to receive and investigate complaints relating to 

professional misconduct against advocates, their firms and their employees. The 
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Administrator-General was mandated to administer estates of deceased persons and finally 

the Legislative Drafting Department which drafted public Bills is analysed below.
246

 

 

3.2.2.1 Legislative Drafting Department 

The department was tasked with drafting of Bills, subsidiary legislation and notices of 

appointment to State Corporations, Constitutional Offices and to participate in law revision 

initiated by the Attorney- General.
247

 The department was also responsible for publishing 

Bills, Acts of Parliament and subsidiary legislation in the Kenya Gazette. The Department 

received drafting request in form of a zero-draft from the ministry concerned once all the 

policy issues have been settled.
248

 This in itself poses challenges as drafters are reduced to 

mere editors as they are confined to the superficial examination of the draft. As Simamba 

notes, a drafter must gain a clear understanding of the intended legislation and must review 

the factual framework that forms the background of the drafting request.
249

It also poses the 

challenge of misunderstanding the draft as there is an assumption that a proper legislative 

plan had been conceived at the ministerial level.
250

  

 

The 2010 Constitution establishes the office of the Attorney-General.
251

 In order to enhance 

the doctrine of separation of powers, the A-G is no longer an ex- officio member of 

Parliament. The President‟s unilateral power to appoint the A-G has been curtailed as the 

President appoints and Parliament vets, and approves the nomination. The A-G is also bound 

by leadership and integrity provisions as enumerated under Chapter Six of the Constitution. 

 

The A-G is charged with two functions, first being the principal legal adviser to the 

Government
252

 and second, representing the national Government in court or in any other 

legal proceedings to which the national Government is a party, other than criminal 

proceedings.
 253

  The Constitution established an independent office of the Director of Public 

Prosecutions (DPP) to take over criminal prosecution which was formally a function of the 
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A-G.
 254

 This according to Kivuva, is a milestone because it has the potential to improve the 

delivery of justice in the country.
255

 The DPP have powers to direct the Inspector of Police to 

investigate any case as this departs from the former practice where the A-G, who was the 

president‟s surrogate was head of prosecution.
256

 

 

Althouh the Constitution is largely muted on the A-G‟s role as a drafter of Government Bills, 

the Constitution mandates the A-G to coordinate with the Commission for the 

Implementation of the Constitution (CIC) and the Kenya Law Reform Commission (KLRC) 

in preparing for tabling in Parliament the legislation required to implement the 

Constitution.
257

  

 

In addition, the Constitution allows an Act of Parliament or the president to allocate 

additional functions to the office.
258

 Parliament, in the reliance on this Article, enacted the 

Office of the Attorney-General Act, 2013. The Act defines other functions of the A-G in 

addition to those stipulated under Article 156 of the Constitution.  

 

The A-G is responsible for advising Government Ministries, Departments, Constitutional 

Commissions and State Corporations on legislative and other legal matters and advising the 

Government on all matters relating to the Constitution, international law, human rights, 

consumer protection and legal aid. However, there has been a debate on the role of the A-G 

in advising Constitutional Commissions and State Corporations. As Sihanya notes, the 

Constitutional Commissions, unlike the former Commissions are administratively and 

financially delinked from the executive.
259

  This gives these commissions autonomy. CIC, for 

example, utilises legal services from private legal practitioners as opposed to utilising legal 

services of the A-G. 
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Further, the A-G negotiates, drafts, vets and interprets local and international documents, 

agreements and treaties for and on behalf of the Government and its agencies. The A-G also 

coordinates reporting obligations to international human rights treaty bodies to which Kenya 

is a member or on any matter which member States are required to report.  

 

The A-G also reviews and oversees legal matters pertaining to registration of companies, 

partnerships, business names, societies, adoptions, marriages, charities, chattels, hire 

purchase, coat of arms and administration of estates and trusts. In addition, the A-G, in 

consultation with the Law Society of Kenya, advises the Government on the regulation of the 

legal profession, represents the national Government in all civil and constitutional matters in 

accordance with the Government Proceedings Act, Cap. 40. The A-G represents the 

Government in matters before foreign courts and tribunals and performs any function as may 

be necessary for the effective discharge of the duties and the exercise of the powers of the 

Attorney-General. 

 

Finally, the A-G is responsible for drafting legislative proposals for the Government and 

advising the Government and its agencies on legislative and other legal matters. This latter 

function has been relied on to firm up the school of thought that the A-G should remain 

responsible for drafting of Government sponsored legislation, under the pre-2010 structure 

and process. The proponents of this school therefore, argue that the Constitution 2010 has not 

changed the position on drafting of Government sponsored Bills.
 260

 It has only changed the 

process of introducing the same to Parliament, leaving the role of the A-G in the drafting 

process unscathed. 

 

3.2.3 The Role of the Kenya Law Reform Commission in Legislative Drafting 

The Kenya Law Reform Commission (KLRC) was established in 1982 to aid in systematic 

development and reform of the law.
261

 Its role in origination of Bills was in developing 

programmes for the examination of different branches of law with a view to reform, 

including recommendations as to the agency by which that examination should be carried.
262
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Further, the Commission was tasked to examine particular branches of law and then 

formulate, by means of draft Bills or otherwise, proposals for reform.
263

  

 

The Commission was also tasked to provide advice and information to ministries and 

departments in the Government with regard to the reform or amendment of a branch of the 

law appropriate to that ministry or department.
264

 The placement of the Commission under 

the A-G meant that the Commission only originated proposals and the responsibility of 

approval, drafting and originating the final Bill was the role of the AGs office.  

 

Following the re-organization of Government ministries and functions after the formation of 

coalition Government in 2008, the Commission was moved administratively to the then 

Ministry of Justice, National Cohesion and Constitutional Affairs.
 265

 The Act was however 

not amended accordingly as it still referred to the Attorney-General as the directing authority.  

 

The above mandate was restricted and heavily subordinate to the A-G. In fact, contrary to the 

legal requirement that the Commission examine particular branches of the law and formulate 

draft Bills and proposals for reform, the Attorney-General would commonly establish task 

forces with a law reform mandate outside the ambit of the Commission.
266

  

 

Although the Commission was mandated to advise departments and ministries with regard to 

amendments to any branch of the law relevant to them, the departments and ministries would 

routinely engage consultants to reform their statutes.
267

 The above constraints reduced the 

ability of the Commission to properly discharge its mandate. 

 

The 2010 Constitution recognizes the Kenya law Reform Commission (KLRC) and mandates 

it to co-ordinate with the Commission for the Implementation of the Constitution (CIC) and 

the Office of the A-G in preparing for tabling in Parliament, the legislation required to 

implement the Constitution.
268
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The KLRC is currently established under the Kenya Law Reform Commission Act, 2013. 

The functions of the Commission are to first, work with the Attorney-General and the 

Commission for the Implementation of the Constitution (CIC) in preparing for tabling, in 

Parliament, the legislation and administrative procedures required to implement the 

Constitution.
269

 Second, to provide advice, technical assistance and information to the 

national and county governments with regard to either reform or amend of a branch of the 

law.
270

 Third, to formulate and implement programmes, plans and actions for the effective 

reform of laws and administrative procedures at national and county government levels.
271

 

Fourth, to consult and collaborate with State and non-State organs, departments or agencies 

in the formulation of legislation to give effect to the social, economic and political policies 

for the time being in force.
272

 Fifth, to formulate, by means of draft Bills or otherwise, any 

proposals for reform of national or county government legislation
273

 and sixth, upon request 

or on its own motion, advise the national or county governments on the review and reform of 

their legislation.
274

  

 

The Act is silent on where the Commission is administratively domiciled save for a provision 

that it shall be responsible to the Cabinet Secretary in charge of matters relating to law 

reform. Recently, the AG has made appointment of members to the Commission under the 

Kenya Law Reform Commission Act.
275

 This creates confusion in respect of its relationship 

with the office of the AG. Both are constitutional offices and it is arguable that both 

institutions are horizontally the same in hierarchy.  KLRC and A-G‟s office are both 

mandated to advice on legislative matters and both institutions undertakes the actual drafting 

of legislation. 

 

The Act is also silent on how the Commission shall advise the county government on 

legislation and it does not place any obligation on the county governments to seek the advice 

of the Commission on legislative matters. 
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In comparison to South Africa, there exists a South African Law Reform Commission 

(SALRC). The role of the Commission is purely advisory. The Commission is charged with 

the responsibility of first, investigating matters appearing on a programme approved by the 

Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development and make recommendations to 

Government Departments for the development, improvement, modernisation or reform of the 

law. Second, the Commission advises on matters including the repeal of obsolete or 

unnecessary provisions, removal of anomalies and bringing uniformity in the various parts of 

the Republic. Third, consolidation or codification of any branch of law and fourth, take steps 

to make common law readily available.
276

  

 

Though SALRC is authorised to prepare draft legislation which is the legislation is then 

submitted to the Minister for approval by the Cabinet and certification by State Law Advisers 

(SLA) before tabling in Parliament.
277

  SALRC, therefore, only executes its mandate through 

Ministries.  

 

3.3 Parliament’s Role in Legislative Drafting Process – The Directorate of Legal Affairs 

Prior to 2007, the legal work of the Parliamentary Service Commission was undertaken by 

the office of the A-G on request of the Clerk.  The reasoning behind establishing the 

Directorate was fourfold.
278

 First, the Attorney- General is the Principal Legal advisor to 

Government and was a member of the Cabinet and the National Assembly. It was therefore 

argued that the continued procurement of legal services from the Attorney-General 

diminished the status of Parliament and equated it to a department within the Executive. 

 

Second, in the spirit of separation of powers, Parliament needed to distance itself from the 

control of the Executive and exert its supremacy. This was achieved by Parliament taking 

control of the management and administration including the modalities for procuring its legal 

services.  

 

Third, since the role of Parliament includes the making and unmaking of Government, 

legislation, imposition of tax to raise revenue, oversight and making decisions for the 

distribution of natural resources, it would, therefore, be impractical to seek legal advice from 
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the A-G who is the principal legal adviser of the Government which Parliament is exercising 

oversight over. 

 

Fourth, there was need for prompt, cost effective and efficient provision of legal services 

which the office of the Attorney-General would not provide due to capacity constraints and 

prioritization.
279

 Parliament also needed a legal adviser who understands how Parliament 

works in order to offer advice that is well suited to Parliament‟s operations.
280

 

 

The functions of the Directorate were first, to provide legislative services to the National 

Assembly, its Committees and the Parliamentary Service Commission.
281

 Second, drafted 

private Members Bills upon the passage of motions for introduction of such Bills.
282

 Third 

drafted amendments to Bills to be proposed to the House by any Member of Parliament or 

Committee of Parliament and fourth, ensured that the Bills passed comply with the 

Constitution.
283

 

 

The 2010 Constitution has made significant changes to the Legislature as an institution of 

representation and law making. The National Assembly has retained its role in of legislation, 

law making and oversight of the executive.
284

 The Senate also has a legislative role in 

debating and approving Bills concerning counties.
285

 

 

The 2010 Constitution establishes the Parliamentary Service Commission.
286

 The 

Commission is charged with the responsibility of among others, constituting offices in the 

parliamentary service and supervising office holders.
287

 The previous Directorate of Legal 

Affairs has been reconstituted into Directorate of Legal Services. The department is headed 

by a Director, Legal Services who coordinates the legal services function in the National 

Assembly.
288
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The department is tasked with first, the administration and overall management of the legal 

services provided to the National Assembly. Second, it is charged with the responsibility of 

formulating and disseminating legal drafting policy in the National Assembly. Third, the 

department liaises with the Director, Litigation and Compliance and the Office of the 

Attorney-General on litigation matters involving the National Assembly. Fourth, giving legal 

opinions on matters before or relating to the National Assembly and Parliament and giving 

legal advice on commercial matters. Fifth, providing any other legal services that may be 

required by the National Assembly, its Committees, Parliament, the Speaker or the Clerk and, 

carrying on legal research on matters before the Directorate.
289

 

 

The role of drafting of individual member initiated Bills has been left out in the new roles of 

the Directorate thereby leaving the Directorate with no clear defined role in legislative 

drafting.  

 

The above has informed a push to have this Directorate take over and be in charge of drafting 

services for all Bills, both Government and individual member initiated Bills. The proponents 

of this school of thought argue that Bills should now originate from within Parliament.
 290

 

They refer to the Constitution and practice to argue for this position. The Constitution 

stipulates that any Bill may originate in the National Assembly.
291

 Further the Constitution 

provides that a Bill may be introduced by any member or Committee of the relevant House of 

Parliament.
292

 The Constitution finally states that every person has a right to petition 

Parliament to consider any matter within its authority, including enacting, amending or 

repealing any legislation.
293

 The proponents of this view further argue that the Constitution 

has entrenched complete separation of powers with the A-G and Cabinet Secretaries are no 

longer members of Parliament, therefore delinking the role of generation and passage of laws 

exclusively to Parliament with the emergence of powerful Committees.  
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The proponents further argue that the revamped Legal Services Department of Parliament 

should take over the drafting of Bills from the Legislative Drafting Department at the A-G‟s 

Office.
294

 This position would leave the AG with no role to play in originating and drafting of 

Bills. 

 

3.4 Constitutional Commissions Engaged in Legislative Making 

The 2010 Constitution establishes constitutional commissions and independent offices. As 

Sihanya, observes, the introduction of Constitutional commissions and Independent Offices, 

the 2010 Constitution seems to have introduced a fourth arm of government in the 

constitutional framework.
295

 He argues that the rationale of establishing these commissions is 

to protect the sovereignty of the people, secure observance by all state organs of democratic 

values and principles and promote constitutionalism.
296

  

 

The constitutional commissions engaged in legislative making are the Commission for the 

Implementation of the Constitution (CIC) and the Constitution Implementation Oversight 

Committee (CIOC), which are analysed below.  

 

3.4.1 The Legislative Role of the Commission for the Implementation of the Constitution 

(CIC)  

The Constitution provides for the formation of the Commission for the Implementation of the 

Constitution (CIC).
297

 It identifies four functions of the Commission. First, to monitor, 

facilitate and oversee the development of legislation and administrative procedures required 

to implement the Constitution. Second, to co-ordinate with the Attorney-General and the 

Kenya Law Reform Commission in preparing, for tabling in Parliament, the legislation 

required to implement the Constitution.  

 

Third, to report regularly to the Constitutional Implementation Oversight Committee on 

progress in the implementation of the Constitution and any impediments to its 

implementation. And fourth, to work with each constitutional commission to ensure that the 

letter and spirit of the Constitution is respected.  

                                                 
294
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The CIC is to be dissolved five years after its establishment or at the full implementation of 

the Constitution as determined by Parliament, with the National Assembly retaining 

discretion to extend its life. The Commission is operationalized by the Commission for the 

Implementation of the Constitution Act, 2010, which merely repeats its functions as 

stipulated in the Constitution.  

 

Its coordination role in preparing, for tabling in Parliament, the legislation required to 

implement the Constitution grants CIC  a major role in legislative drafting during the period 

of its existence. Though its mandate is limited to legislation required to implement the 

Constitution of Kenya 2010, this mandate has put CIC on a collision course with the A-G. A 

tug of war has played out between the two institutions, revolving around four issues.  

 

First is on the delay by the A-G in facilitating Cabinet approval and forwarding the Bills to 

the National Assembly after the CIC has approved them.
298

 This delay leads to the Bills being 

presented to Parliament a few days before Constitutional deadlines, necessitating Parliament 

to rush the enactment period and reduce the periods of publication for the Bills.  

 

Second, the A-G is accused of forwarding to the National Assembly certain Constitutional 

Bills without seeking input from CIC.
299

 This, the CIC feels, undermines their mandate and is 

contrary to the Constitution. Third, the A-G and Cabinet are accused of engaging in further 

amendments that compromise the Constitutionality of certain Bills, soon after the CIC‟s 

approval.
300

 Such amendments are viewed by CIC as having not been thoroughly scrutinized 

and meant to serve selfish interests. They contribute to poor quality Acts, which have to be 
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amended even before implementation. The CIC thus, seeks to have final say on the Bills 

before they are forwarded to the National Assembly.  

 

The final issue is on lack of respect. The A-G has been accused of chiding the CIC as 

composed of, “people who are not permanently in office, whose terms would end in two 

years or so.”
301

 The A-G is further reported to have opined that the role of the Government to 

originate Bills did not change in the new Constitution, with CIC‟s role is merely advisory and 

that the A-G‟s office is independent and cannot be supervised by CIC.
302

 The above 

comments are seen by CIC to be demeaning to their status and roles and disrespectful of their 

constitutional mandate. 

 

The above wars are partly due to lack of clarity in the law on the exact roles of these two 

institutions.  

 

In contrast, South African law grants State Law Advisers (SLA) a certification role, thus, a 

final say on the content of Bills to be tabled before the House. Further the US law allows 

Committees of Parliament, through Office of the Legislative Counsel, House of 

Representatives to alter Bills before presenting them to the floor of the House, grating the 

office the final say on the content of Bills before the House. The laws in the two countries, 

thus, pre-empt any conflict that may arise out of duplicity of roles.  

 

3.4.2 The Legislative Role of the Constitutional Implementation Oversight Committee  

The Constitution establishes the Constitutional Implementation Oversight Committee  

(CIOC) charged with the responsibility of overseeing the implementation of the 

Constitution.
303

 The functions of the Committee include, receiving regular reports from the 

CIC on the implementation of the Constitution. These reports include, first, reports 

concerning, the preparation of the legislation required by the Constitution and any challenges 

in that regard.
304

 Second, the process of establishing the new commissions.
305

 Third, the 

process of establishing the infrastructure necessary for the proper operation of each county 
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including progress on locating offices and assemblies.
306

 Fourth, the devolution of powers 

and functions to the counties.
307

 And, fifth, any impediments to the process of implementing 

the Constitution.
308

 

 

The Committee is further tasked to coordinate with the A-G, the CIC and relevant 

parliamentary Committees to ensure the timely introduction and passage of the legislation 

required by the Constitution. It is tasked to take appropriate action on the reports including 

addressing any problems in the implementation of the Constitution. 

 

3.5 Challenges in the Institutional Framework on Legislative Drafting in Kenya 

The 2010 Constitution, by either introducing new institutions or re-structuring institutions 

charged with legislative drafting as analysed above, has brought a number of challenges to 

the system. These challenges include, lack of clarity on the origination and drafting of Bills, 

multiple institutions with overlapping mandates leading to duplication, poor coordination 

between these multiple institutions and capacity constraints. The challenges are analysed 

below. 

 

3.5.1 Lack of Clarity on Origination and Drafting of Bills 

The Constitution is not clear on the role of initiation and drafting of Bills, both Government 

and individual member initiated Bills. Though the Office of the Attorney-General Act, 2013 

places the role of drafting Government initiated legislation on the A-G, there is no provision 

on individual member initiated Bills. The Cabinet is not granted any role at law in origination 

of Bills. There is divergent opinion as to which department, between the Legislative Drafting 

Department under the A-G‟s office and Directorate of Legal Services under Parliament, is 

responsible for drafting of government Bills.  

 

There were strong opinions from respondents in both departments on the responsibility for 

drafting, with both claiming ultimate responsibility. A presidential system is characterized by 

clear separation of powers, leaving Parliament to be in charge of the whole legislation 

process, including drafting of Bills. The law in Kenya is not clear on this matter. 
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3.5.1.1 South African Provisions on Origination and Drafting of Bills 

South African Constitution has more clarity on the role of the Executive in initiation of Bills. 

It identifies preparing and initiating legislation as a function of the Executive.
309

 It further 

allows Cabinet members or Deputy Ministers to introduce a Bill in the National Assembly.
310

 

The National Assembly Standing Orders
311

 further allow the Executive, through the Ministers 

or their deputies to prepare and initiate and introduce Bills in the National Assembly.
312

 

 

The National Assembly Standing Orders expressly authorises the National Assembly to 

initiate or prepare legislation, except money Bills
313

 and consider, pass, amend or reject any 

legislation before the Assembly.
314

 It therefore grants concurrent powers to both the 

Executive and National Assembly to initiate and prepare legislation. In practice, with a few 

exceptions, all Bills tabled before Parliament emanate from the Executive.
315

 The respective 

departments or ministries initiate and draft most Bills in South Africa, utilizing departmental 

specialists, sometimes assisted by consultants, after consultation with interested persons and 

institutions.
316

 

 

3.5.1.2 The US Provisions on Origination and Drafting of Bills 

The US Constitution enacts a system of clear separation of powers similar to Kenya, with the 

role of Executive in initiation of legislation muted. The President is obligated by the 

Constitution to periodically make a State of the Union address, and recommend to Congress 

for their consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient.
317

  

 

Following the President‟s message to Congress on the State of the Union, the President 

himself, a member of the President‟s Cabinet or the head of an independent agency may 

originate executive communication, in the form of a message or letter transmitting a draft of a 
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proposed Bill to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President of the 

Senate.
318

 This is currently a prolific source of legislative proposals to the Congress. The 

Standing orders provide for receipt by the Speaker
319

 of executive communication form the 

President and other members of the Executive,
320

 which is then referred to the appropriate 

Committees without debate.
321

 The departments or ministries are therefore responsible for 

initiating and preparing Government legislation. 

 

The US House of Representatives Rules further empower any member of the Congress to 

introduce any Public Bill at any time while the House is in session by delivering it to the 

Speaker for referral to the Committees.
322

 The role on initiating and preparing legislation is 

therefore an obligation concurrent on both individual members and the Executive. 

 

Due to lack of delimitation of matters on which the Executive can exclusively legislate on, 

individuals, NGOs and lobby groups take advantage to lobby individual members of the 

Congress to sponsor Bills for introduction to the House. The respective Committees are 

therefore left with the role of sieving through multiple Bills on the same matter from 

members and the Executive so as to produce harmonised Bills.  

 

Since much of the drafting for formal introduction to the floor of the US House of 

Representatives is done at the Committee level, there has been established the Office of the 

Legislative Counsel House of Representatives.
323

 This office is mandated, first, to 

independently advise and assist the House, “in the achievement of a clear, faithful, and 

coherent expression of legislative policies.”
324

  Second, it also prepares Bills for introduction 

to the Congress and are in charge of drafting legislation at all stages of the legislative 

process.
325

 Third, it provides impartial and confidential drafting services to all Members, 

House Committees and subcommittees.
326
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There is, however, no general requirement that Members utilize this service for their drafting 

needs when preparing Bills to be submitted to the Speaker for referral to the Committees.
327

 

Bills may originate from any source in the US, but the ultimate role of drafting is placed on 

the Office of the Legislative Counsel, House of Representatives, as opposed to Kenya‟s 

Parliament Legal Services Department, which has a much lesser role in drafting of Bills. 

 

3.5.2 Multiplicity and Duplicity of Institutions Charged with Legislative Drafting 

The 2010 Constitution has created institutions with overlapping roles in legislative drafting. 

The institutions established by the former legal framework are still in existence with no clear 

provisions on their drafting role. The presidential system of government has brought about 

unprecedented powerful Committees of Parliament with the Leader of Majority acting as a 

“messenger” between the Executive and the Legislature with no clear role of the Executive in 

the drafting process. 

 

These multiple centres have also brought about compartmentalization of the legislative 

process and power struggles. With this multiplicity of institutions engaged in legislative 

formulation, there are serious coordination problems in the actual drafting of legislation. The 

shift in legal framework has left institutions confused as to their actual role in the formulation 

and drafting of Bills.  

 

3.5.2.1 South African Institutions Engaged in Legislative Drafting 

South Africa has fewer institutions involved in drafting and passage of Bills. The respective 

departments or ministries draft the Bills, utilizing departmental specialists, sometimes 

assisted by consultants, after consultation with interested persons and institutions. The 

Minister then tables the Bill for consideration by the Cabinet.  

 

Once approved by Cabinet, the Bills are forwarded to the State Law Advisers (SLA), whose 

mandate is to certify that the Bills are consistent with the Constitution and are properly 

drafted in the form and style which conforms to legislative practice.
328
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Parliamentary Rules demand that the SLA certify the Bills before they are tabled in 

Parliament by the Minister or Deputy Minister.
329

 The SLA in certifying the Bill in practice 

check compliance with the Constitution, check compliance with the rule of law and check 

whether the Government policy is properly captured in the draft Bill and furnish an opinion  

with regard to classification of the draft Bill.
330

 SLAs can propose amendments in areas they 

feel necessary and the amendments must be implemented before they certify the Bill.  

 

3.5.2.2 The US Institutions Engaged in Legislative Drafting 

The US has departments or ministries being tasked to draft Government Bills, with the Office 

of the Legislative Counsel, House of Representatives being ultimately responsible for the 

final drafting for purposes of introduction on the floor of the House. Since Committees can 

effect changes to Bills referred through executive communication, the Committees through 

the Office of the Legislative Counsel have the final say on the content of Bills tabled in the 

House. 

 

3.5.3 Poor Coordination by Institutions Engaged in Legislative Drafting 

There is poor coordination at the Bill inception stage between the actors engaged in 

legislative drafting. The Ministries concentrate on producing a legislative draft, with 

insufficient prior consideration of the policy which it should reflect. Thus, instead of drafters 

converting a concept paper into a clearly enforceable normative rules, the law is drafted from 

scratch without clear vision and picture of what the law is supposed to tackle, and it what 

way. This is due to disconnect between the drafters and policy makers. 

 

Further, although drafting should be undertaken by officials at ministries who are principally 

engaged in drafting of legislation, it is currently done by substantive departments with no 

specialized drafting practice or by legal departments who do not have the actual substantive 

knowledge on a particular subject. 
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There is little or no coordination among legislative and substantive specialists in separate 

departments within the ministry. Consequently, some laws are drafted only by the specialist 

in the substance of a particular matter, with little or no input from the drafters. This poses 

challenges during parliamentary debate due to legal inadequacies and major delays occur 

when the draft law is returned for rewriting several times. Conversely, some laws are drafted 

by drafting experts who draft in a policy vacuum leading to loss in the intent and purpose of 

legislation. Poor coordination between the various actors in the legislative drafting process 

and non-participation of drafters in the policy formulation stage has profound setbacks on the 

legislative product as it brings about inconsistencies and low quality laws which are difficult 

to interpret or implement. 

 

3.5.4 Capacity Constraints in the Institutions Engaged in Legislative Drafting 

Legal drafters are tasked to translate Government policy into legislation. This stage is crucial 

for the outcome of quality legislation. According to Crabbe,
331

 drafters perform an extremely 

difficult task. They have to think of the past, the present and the future. They have to consider 

the conduct of the society in the past, deal with the present and lay down rules of conduct for 

the guidance of the society.
332

  

 

He further observes that drafters are tasked to put themselves into the place of legal 

practitioners who will move the court based on the provisions of a certain law.
333

 They will 

also consider the position of a judge who will interpret the law. The drafter will also factor in 

the intention of the policy maker and finally the Legislature which will debate the drafter‟s 

pieces of work and the task requires hours of concentration, planning and strategy.
334

 Further, 

the drafter is also required to have at least basic knowledge of all aspects of law and this 

requires a well- equipped law library. 

 

The 2010 Constitution sets out a heavy legislative agenda with strict datelines in the process 

of its implementation.
335

 As Kinuhe observes, Legislative Drafting Department in the State 

Law Office is understaffed. It had only 25 members of staff, against a required total staffing 

level of 44.  
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Among these, only 13 were parliamentary counsel, of which only three have obtained a 

diploma in legislative drafting.
336

 She also notes that the Kenya Law Reform Commission 

lacked a drafting department.
337

  

 

Kenya lacks a sufficient pool of skilled legislative drafters. The capacity to undertake 

research in the Legislative Drafting Department and in Parliament is greatly hampered by 

lack of resources and skilled human resource.
338

 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

The Constitution 2010 has re-structured and introduced new institutions engaged in 

legislative drafting in Kenya. The Chapter explored these institutions and the challenges 

posed by the new system. A number of challenges emerge, first is the duplication of 

institutions with no clear definite roles on legislative drafting. This has brought about 

overlaps, coordination problems and competing interests. 

 

Second, the institutions which were established by the former Constitution with a role in 

legislative drafting are still in place. These institutions, the A-G‟s Office and Kenya Law 

Reform Commission are still in place without a clear role in legislative drafting. These 

institutions have attempted to re-assert their positions hence a conflict with the new 

institutions. Third, the Constitution sets out weighty legislative demands within strict 

timelines in order to operationalize the Constitution. This exerts pressure on the institutions 

thus compromises on the quality of these laws. 

 

Policy formulation in legislative drafting is an integral part and a prerequisite in drafting 

quality legislation. Drafters are currently not engaged in policy formulation yet it is a critical 

component in legislative drafting. 

 

The next chapter examines policy making in the context of legislative drafting. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 POLICY MAKING IN THE CONTEXT OF LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING 

4.1 Introduction 

This Chapter examines the current practice in policy formulation in the context of legislative 

drafting in Kenya. The 2010 Constitution has entrenched participatory and inclusive policy 

making processes. The Chapter  examines the extent which this has been achieved. It will also 

elaborate on the need for a formal policy process that encompasses the formulation of the 

problem, design of the concept, strategies, implementation policy analyses and review.  It also 

analyses policy making in the context of private member initiated legislation and its conformity 

with Government policy. 

 

4.2 Kenya’s Policy Development Framework on Legislative Drafting 

As Sihanya notes, before the enactment of the new Constitution, participatory law making 

was achieved at a minimum level by the involvement of legislative organs like the Kenya 

Law Reform Commission which routinely collected views from the public before drafting 

Bills.
339

 The Constitution now requires all persons making or implementing public policy 

decisions to ensure participatory process.
340

 He further observes that the Constitution requires 

participatory legislative processes at all legislative levels including the Senate, National 

Assembly, county assemblies, KLRC, A-G‟s Office, ministerial offices, and constitutional as 

well as statutory commissions with legislative mandate.
341

  

 

However, the constitutional requirement of participatory policy and legislative processes has 

not been fully implemented. There is currently no formal framework for the development of 

policies that underlie the drafting of legislation in Kenya. There are no formal rules or 

guidelines on the broader policies that encompass the formulation of problem, design of 

concepts, strategies and policy analyses or design of action plans, regulatory impact studies, 

monitoring and implementation.
342

 The practice is that a drafter receives instructions in the 

form of a layman‟s draft from the concerned Ministry with a policy paper attached to it.
343

 

These documents submitted to the drafter and often than not, lack analytical reasoning and 

data. The documents submitted contains a summary of the principle objects of the Bill and 
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how existing legislation affects the subject.
344

 This summary is often brief which makes it 

difficult or almost impossible for a drafter to comprehend what transpired during policy 

deliberations. 

 

Although individual ministries have internal methodologies on policy development, they 

consider the technical aspect of the final product in the formal legislative process rather than 

techniques of policy analysis or concept drafting. Most of the time, ministries do not develop 

a concept paper or action plan prior to drafting of legislation.   

 

Moreover, there are no mechanisms during the policy development phase that would 

facilitate consensus with all stakeholders at the policy formulation phase when the process is 

best affected.
345

 An example is the Kenya Information and Communication (Amendment) 

Bill, 2013 where stakeholders are at loggerheads with the legislature over contentious 

provisions. The media stakeholders are citing inadequate consultations and mischief.  

 

The Bill proposes to empower the Communications and Multimedia Appeals Tribunal to 

impose a fine of Kshs. 20 million on any media enterprise and a fine of not more than Kshs.1 

million on any journalised adjudged to have violated the Act or Code of conduct.
346

  This, to 

the media stakeholders, is too punitive and theTribunal can use its big stick any way it wants 

to, without justification and without rules.
347

 They further argue that to make matters worse, 

the tribunal is directly appointed by the Cabinet Secretary for Information.
348

 The Cabinet 

Secretary also appoints the selection panel and chooses the Tribunal members based on the 

recommendations of the panel.
349

 This tribunal will be directly answerable to the Information 

Cabinet Secretary. This will give powers to the Information secretary who influences the 

appointment to the Tribunal, disciplines and controls the media. 
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4.3 Nexus between Policy and Legislative Drafting in Kenya 

In the context of legislative drafting, policy has been defined as the expression of the 

practices of Government or administration, in the form of instructions received by drafters 

and that, once drafted and enacted, will give effect to the actions that the Government has 

decided upon as those it wishes to carry out.
350

 Policies are like a plan of action which guide 

towards making sure legislation is complied with.
351

 As Sihanya notes, the 2010 Constitution 

has opened space for the exercise of popular sovereignty in governance by entrenching 

participatory policy and legislative process.
352

   

 

A policy outlines what a Government ministry hopes to achieve and the methods and 

principles it will use to achieve them, stating the goals of the ministry.
353

 Though not law, a 

policy document often identifies new laws needed to achieve its goals. Policy sets out the 

goals and planned activities of a ministry and department but it may be necessary to pass a 

law to enable the Government to put in place the necessary institutional and legal frameworks 

to achieve their aims.
354

  

 

On the other hand, legislation refers to laws which serve to legally prohibit certain actions 

and ensure others are carried out. Laws set out standards, procedures and principles that must 

be followed. If a law is not followed, those responsible for breaking them can be prosecuted 

in court.
355

 

 

The relationship between the two is that laws must be guided by current Government policy. 

During policy formulation, problems should be analysed thoroughly to capture the nature of 

the problem, objectives and policy options.
356
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There exists a wide range of policy objectives and tools to bring about desired social change 

besides creating new legislation. The alternative objectives and tools include secondary 

legislation, economic incentives among others. These should first be explored. Drafting a 

new law is, therefore, one of several ways of achieving Governmental policy objectives and 

laws should be used only when it is superior to more cost-effective mechanisms.
357

  

 

If the options fail, a concept paper specifying the requirement for legislation should be 

developed, elaborating the pros, cons and failures of other approaches. At this point, the legal 

drafter should then convert the policy decisions into practical, effective and clear legal rules. 

Policy analysis should inform the law prior to its adoption, and also inform the 

implementation and monitoring of effects that it was made for.
358

  

 

However in Kenya, most draft laws are often prepared from scratch, with drafters receiving 

minimum input from the policy. To improve the quality of legislation in Kenya, there must be 

recognition that policy development is an essential precursor to legislative drafting. 

Involvement of drafters in policy formulation would ensure that properly thought-out answers 

are provided on fundamental questions of policy and approach, especially for complex and 

difficult reforms.
359

 

 

Implementation of policy must remain subordinate to the operation of law. The application of 

policy must remain within the boundaries set by governing legislation. Policies should 

therefore only serve as aspirational statements regarding the direction of Government, or 

provide further detail for the implementation of a legislative scheme where such clarification 

is expressly allowed for in the governing statutory instruments.
360

 

 

4.4 The Kenyan Drafter and Policy Formulation  

On receiving drafting instructions, the Kenyan legislative drafter is required to give effect to 

the  policy decisions of the Government by drafting the instrument that will turn the current 

law from what it is into what it has been decided that it ought to be. Therefore, the traditional 

position is that drafters are not involved in deciding what the law ought to be. As observed by 
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Grant, their work is mainly to translate a policy into law.
 361

  Once the policy-makers have 

declared the objective, the drafters translate these policies into Bills by choosing the words to 

use and how to effectively communicate that objective to enable the enforcement of the 

legislation. 
362

 

 

However, a closer look reveals that the drafter‟s designer role bridges the gap between the 

policy declared by the relevant Government official or policy-maker and the behaviour of 

those responsible for actually implementing the law. When drafting the Bill, a drafter 

communicates and thus communicating how to put the law into effect, the drafter must 

prescribe who will do what, including both Governmental and private actors, to implement 

the law.
363

 Drafters design the detailed rules that fill the gap between generalized policy ends 

and the people who actually carry out that policy. Drafters, in effect substantially contribute 

to the Bills‟ substantive content.  

 

Crabbe notes that a drafter has a vital role in the conception and birth of an Act of 

Parliament.
364

 He argues that a drafter has a duty to express legislative policy in a language 

free from ambiguity as the drafter is mandated to transform Government policy into law.  

 

As Crabbe further observes, government expects a drafter to ensure that the Bill is drafted in 

harmony with all existing legislation and the piece of legislation should express the 

legislative intention as accurately as possible, and capable of only one interpretation which 

the government intends that law to have.
 365

  Generally, legislative drafters do not initiate 

policy and they are currently not involved in policy formulation. They are mainly technicians 

whose function is to translate policy into law. Crabbe poses the question, “how does one 

translate policy without understanding that policy?” 
366

 He argues that it is inevitable that a 

drafter should get involved in policy considerations. He further argues that, “since there is a 

thin line between policy and implementation, between the motive and the motivation, 

between the problem and the solution of the problem, a drafter should participate early in 

policy issues that lead eventually to the drafting of legislation.” 
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Crabbe further notes that there is inevitability of a drafter getting involved in policy 

considerations. However he cautions that a drafter in his or her participation in policy process 

should usurp the role of a policy maker.
367

 He argues that drafters should understand their 

limitations and should only contribute in improving substantive policy.
368

 He, therefore, 

argues that for a drafter to draft high quality legislation, a drafter has to participate in the 

process of determining the practical content of the legislative policy.
369

 

 

Abeerr Bashier Dababneh and Eid Ahmad Al-Husban
370

 observe that for a drafter to perform 

the role of drafting detailed rules, he or she has to participate in the process of determining 

the practical content of the policy. Grad,
371

 on the other hand emphasises that the drafter is 

the notifier and interpreter of policy.  In this role therefore, a drafter should not only be 

concerned with the form but also the content of the law. He argues that a drafter should not 

be condemned to carry out the task in a vacuum. 

 

The argument of concern in this instance is that as much as there should be a clear separation 

of roles between a policy maker and legislative drafter, policy informs legislation and 

therefore an integral part of legislative drafting and a drafter should not be divorced from 

policy matters.  

 

4.5 Weaknesses in Kenyan Policy Development System in the Context of Legislative 

Drafting 

Kenya‟s policy formulation faces a myriad of challenges which affect the final legislative 

product. First, legislation is largely seen as an end in itself rather than a means to achieve a 

policy objective. The legislative agenda is often therefore decided upon without sufficient 

analysis of the necessity and priority of suggested legislation.
372

 This leads to policies that are 

not sufficiently evidence-based and not backed by impact assessments. Lack of impact 

assessment leads difficulties in the implementation phase. 
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Second, draft Government laws are often prepared from scratch by drafters at the A-G‟s 

office with almost no guidance on policy objectives from the ministries. More often than not, 

drafters receive drafting instructions without a policy paper attached to it. For those 

exceptional circumstances where a policy paper is attached to the zero draft, there is always 

no justification received for choosing legislation out of the other policy responses to address 

the problem.
373

 This creates a bias in favour of new legislation instead of other forms of 

Government action, leading to “inflation” in the number of new laws produced annually.   

 

Third, there is currently no formal framework for the development of policies that underlie 

the drafting of legislation in Kenya. There are no formal rules or guidelines on the broader 

policy process that encompasses the formulation of the problem, design of concepts, 

strategies and policy analyses or design of action plans, regulatory impact studies, budgetary 

considerations, monitoring and evaluation.  

 

Although individual ministries have internal methodologies on policy development, they 

consider the technical aspect of the final draft Bill for example parts of the cover page and 

number of copies to be submitted, rather than techniques of policy analysis, concept drafting 

or drafting of non-legislative policies.
374

  

 

Fourth, civil servants in ministries lack understanding of the policy development phases. 

These phases include, the analytical definition of the problem and the reasoning and possible 

ways of tackling an issue prior to legal drafting. Most of the time, ministries do not even 

develop a concept paper or action plan informally prior to drafting legislation.
375

 Even if 

there is any reasoning present for a development of a certain law, it is rarely put on paper and 

it is usually discussed orally. As a result, many of the draft policies submitted to the Cabinet 

for approval and the A-G for publication do not rely on any well researched concept paper or 

legislative intention.  
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Fifth, there is lack of mechanism during the policy development phase to facilitate policy 

agreements on matters which cut across separate individual ministries and outside 

stakeholders. Consultations with other ministries take place at the end of the process when a 

law has already been drafted.
376

 At this stage it is often too late to settle major discrepancies 

and this curtails input from other ministries or leads to ministries feeling left out thus 

blocking the passage of certain legislation. 

 

There is no formalized process for public participation. Consultation of stakeholders 

generally limited to the “institutional” partners or stakeholders. Lack of public consultation in 

the preparatory stage often misses out the informed views of the public and affected groups 

both passive and active.  Though some government agencies
377

 are obligated to seek public 

comments on a proposed legislation, more often than not, the exposed drafts are not 

accompanied by policy deliberations. Lack of policy deliberation gives rise to limited policy 

alternatives, and may undermine the understanding of activities to be regulated and the 

problems to be solved.
378

 The lack of a consensus building mechanism in the policy 

formulation stage backfires at the implementation phase, with certain players not owning the 

end product. 

           

4.6 Private Bills and Policy 

Private Bills offer an opportunity for the public to support calls for new legislation or changes 

to existing legislation, and strengthen public interest in the parliamentary process.
379

 Besides 

giving backbench MPs a rare opportunity to influence Government policy on behalf of their 

constituents, they encourage the constituents to lobby their local MPs to enact legislation 

which is urgently needed, but may have been overlooked or ignored by Government.
380

 They 

create confidence in the public that Parliament listens to their concerns and takes action to 

address them.  
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In an ideal presidential systems, all Bills are submitted and sponsored by members of 

Parliament while in ideal parliamentary systems, most legislation are submitted by the 

Government with individual members retaining the right to submit Bills as well. Israel is the 

only parliamentary democracy in the world in which about half the legislation passed 

originates from private members‟ Bills.
381

  

 

In Kenya, private Bills are not subjected to the intense scrutiny like government initiated 

Bills and sometimes skip the entire reviewing process. Government Bills are subjected to 

stakeholder fora at various stages and are checked for compliance with Government policy at 

the Legislative Drafting Department in the A-G‟s office. Drafters in Government align the 

draft legislation with established Government policy. In contrast, an individual member can 

engage a consultant to draft a Bill, and then send it to the Speaker for approval, bypassing the 

Directorate of Legal Services at Parliament.
382

 Moreover, the member is not concerned with 

policy, but focuses on addressing an identified problem through legal means.  

 

In an attempt to address the disparities between Government initiated legislation and the 

private Bills, the National Assembly Standing Orders, 2013 requires that all Bills should 

undergo  pre-publication scrutiny by relevant House Committees prior to approval for 

publication.
383

 The only challenge however, is the parameters and criteria for such pre-

publication scrutiny. 

 

As alluded to earlier in this study, the 2010 Constitution also requires all public entities 

charged with policy formulation and legislative processes to adhere to participatory, inclusive 

and transparent policy and legislative making. 

 

Individual member sponsored Bills have gained prominence in recent times with Sexual 

Offences Act, 2006, (Njoki Ndung‟u), Unclaimed Financial Assets Act, 2011, (Joshua 

Lekuton), Constituencies Development Fund Act, 2003, (Muriuki Karue), Price Control 

(Essential Goods) Act, 2011, (Ephraim Maina), and Alcoholic Drinks Control Act, 2010, 
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(John Mututho), being examples of laws that have originated from individual member Bills. 

This trend is likely to continue and become more pronounced in the new dispensation where 

members of the Executive are no longer Members of Parliament. 

 

The above creates a situation where private member‟s Bills may not be in line with 

Government policy, and can frequently even contradict it. It amplifies the danger of having 

legislation which is not backed by policy. For instance, though the Alcoholic Drinks Control 

Act was enacted in 2010, the Government policy on alcohol and drug abuse is still in draft 

stage as at November, 2013 leaving the Act without a backing policy. 

 

There is, therefore, need to develop a mechanism which shall ensure individual member 

sponsored Bills are subjected to scrutiny like Government initiated Bills so as to align it to 

policy.  

 

4.7 Conclusion 

The Chapter examined the current practice in policy formulation in the context of legislative 

drafting in Kenya. Policy informs legislation and proper policy development mechanisms are 

therefore a prerequisite in ensuing quality of the legislative product. Although the 2010 

Constitution makes it mandatory for public participation in policy formulation, the challenges 

identified are, first, there is no formal process developed by the ministries to ensure full 

participation of the public in policy formulation. Second, there is no manual or other form of 

instructions from the drafting office which guides ministries on policy formulation. And 

third, there is no developed policy in respect with legislation initiated by private members of 

Parliament. 

 

How to address these challenges in ensuring quality of legislation in Kenya forms the basis of 

the next and final Chapter. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING IN 

KENYA 

5.1 Introduction 

The objective of this study was to investigate three pertinent issues. First, is the extent to 

which the 2010 Constitution has altered the legal and institutional framework on legislative 

drafting in Kenya. Second, was to analyse if the re-structured legal and institutional 

framework is adequate in the quest of drafting effective legislation. Third, was to examine the 

challenges brought about by the new dispensation. The study also analysed comparative 

perspectives from the US and South Africa and proposed necessary legal and institutional 

reforms in the legislative drafting process in Kenya. 

This chapter summarizes the major conclusions of the study and also makes 

recommendations. 

 

5.2 Summary of Conclusions 

The 2010 Constitution has altered the system of governance in Kenya. The governance 

system has shifted significantly from a parliamentary system to a presidential system with 

full separation of powers. This requires a re-structuring and re-designing of state organs and 

re-defining their roles and relationships. The following is a summary of conclusions on the 

pertinent issues identified in the study. 

 

5.2.1 Conclusion on the Legal and Institutional Framework on Legislative Drafting in 

Kenya  

Before 2010, the Legislative Drafting Department at the A-G‟s office was the major player in 

legislative drafting in Kenya.
384

  Virtually all legislation, with the exception of a few private 

member initiated Bills, originated from the Executive. The major institutions involved in 

legislative drafting included the A-G‟s office, the Kenya Law Reform Commission for 

Government initiated legislation and the Directorate of Legal Services under the 

Parliamentary Service Commission for the Bills initiated by private members. 
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KLRC‟s role was subjected to A-G‟s supervision, being a mere department within the A-Gs 

office.
385

 The presence in Parliament, of the President and Ministers, allowed the Executive 

to table much of the legislation and directly lobby members to adopt it from within 

Parliament.
386

 There was a minimal level of public participation in policy and legislative 

processes.
387

  The KLRC would, at minimum level, collect views from the public before 

drafting Bills.
388

 

 

The 2010 Constitution has altered the drafting process materially. The Constitution enacted a 

presidential system with clear separation of powers. With these new changes, the following 

issues have emerged. First, there are challenges in tabling and facilitating Government 

sponsored legislation. This can be attributed to the absence of the President, A-G and Cabinet 

Secretaries in Parliament.
389

 Second, the Constitution created new institutions with a 

responsibility in legislative drafting.
390

 These multiple institutions have brought about 

compartmentalization of the legislative process, serious coordination problems in the actual 

drafting of legislation and power struggles.
391

  

 

Third, the Constitution contains elaborate provisions on public participation in the policy and 

legislative processes.
392

 The Constitution requires all public institutions charged with the 

responsibility of formulating public policy and legislative processes to facilitate participatory, 

inclusive and transparent process.
393

 Currently, public participation mechanisms are weak, 

with shortened publication periods, short deadlines given by committees for submission of 

public memoranda and disregard of public input by Committees.
394

 This undermines the  

public effort to contribute to legislation. The Bills are published in the Kenya Gazette and the 

websites of concerned agencies. This mode of communication is out of reach to many 

citizens. 
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Fourth, the Constitution requires at least 49 pieces of legislation to be enacted within a 

specific timeline.
395

 These deadlines, coupled with inefficiency of drafting mechanisms, exert 

pressure on the institutions mandated to draft legislation leading to rushed legislative process 

characterized by extension of parliamentary working hours and shortening of debate 

timelines.
396

 It leads to enactment of legislation full of errors and inconsistencies, which have 

to be amended before enactment.
397

 

 

Fifth, Bills initiated by private members of Parliament are not subjected to thorough scrutiny 

like Government initiated Bills and sometimes skip public participation process. Though 

Standing Orders 2013 have introduced pre-publication scrutiny, this is not sufficient to 

guarantee quality of private members‟ Bills. 

 

Sixth, there is no effective evaluation mechanism for evaluation of necessity for legislation 

and impact of enacted laws
398

 and lastly, capacity constraints persist, with low numbers of 

qualified drafters
399

 and resources committed to drafting.  

 

5.2.2 Conclusion on Comparative Perspectives from South Africa on Legislative 

Processes 

The South African Constitution expressly grants concurrent responsibility for identifying, 

preparing and initiating legislation to both the Executive and Parliament. It further allows 

Cabinet members or Deputy Ministers, not members of the National Assembly, to introduce a 

Bill in the National Assembly. The respective ministries initiate and draft most Bills in South 

Africa, utilizing departmental specialists, sometimes assisted by consultants, after 

consultation with interested persons and institutions. 

 

South Africa has lesser institutions involved in drafting and passage of Bills. The respective 

departments or ministries draft the Bills, which are then approved by the Cabinet. Once 

approved by Cabinet, the Bills are forwarded to the State Law Advisers (SLA) for 

certification that the Bills are consistent with the Constitution and are properly drafted in the 
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form and style which conforms to legislative practice. They are then transmitted with or 

without changes back to ministers for tabling in Parliament. 

 

The categories of persons authorized to introduce Bills in the National Assembly include a 

Cabinet member or a Deputy Minister or a member or committee of the National Assembly. 

The presidential system in South Africa therefore allows the presence of the Executive in 

Parliament to push through executive legislative agenda. South African laws further provide 

for a 30 day publication period for all Bills. They provide for dual public participation in all 

Bills, at the drafting stage and at the Parliamentary committee level. 

 

To prevent rushed legislative processes, fast tracking of Bills and shortening of publication 

periods must be approved Joint Programme Committee of Parliament, which then tables such 

approvals for adoption by the whole House. The standing orders further define urgent Bills. 

The process allows for wider consultations and sets out some criteria for consideration, 

preventing arbitrary and unwarranted shortening of publication periods and rushing of 

legislative processes. 

 

5.2.3 Conclusion on Comparative Perspectives from US on Legislative Processes 

Kenya 2010 Constitution is similar to the US Constitution with a clear separation of powers. 

The role of executive in initiation of legislation is muted. The President uses the State of the 

Union address to spell out his legislative agenda, and follows it up with executive 

communication, in the form of a message or letter transmitting the draft of a proposed Bill to 

the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President of the Senate. State 

departments are therefore responsible for initiating and drafting Government legislation, 

which is subjected to Parliamentary committees without first reading or debate.  

 

The Office of the Legislative Counsel within the House of Representatives prepares Bills for 

introduction to Congress and is also in charge of drafting legislation at all stages of the 

legislative process. Although the state departments draft legislation, House Committees can 

effect changes to Bills referred through executive communication. This leaves the Office of 

the Legislative Counsel within House of Representatives with the ultimate responsibility of 

drafting final draft Bills for introduction and debate on the floor of the House.  
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5.2.4 Conclusion on Policy Development Process in Kenya 

Since policy informs legislation, proper policy development mechanisms are key in ensuing 

quality of the legislative product. Kenya lacks defined policy development mechanisms. 

Although Ministries have developed internal methodologies on policy development, poor 

coordination between various ministries, lack of public participation, lack of impact 

assessments and non-harmonized policy development procedures render such methodologies 

ineffective.  

 

Further, although drafters translate policies into Bills by choosing the words to use in 

effectively communicating policy objective, they are not involved in policy formulation. This 

impedes their understanding of policy and minimizes their chances of getting the policy right 

in drafting legislation which ultimately lead to poor quality legislation in Kenya. 

 

5.3 Summary of Recommendations 

Kenya is in the third year of implementing the Constitution. As Sihanya notes, the 

constitutional implementation process is crucial for ensuring that the correct constitutional 

meaning does not differ from constitutional implementation by way of legislative, policy, 

institutional and administrative practices.
400

 The success of the implementation therefore 

depends on the approach. This study has identified pertinent issues as emerging challenges in 

the constitutional provisions relating to legislative drafting. 

 

The following is a summary of recommendation on the pertinent issues identified in the 

study. 

 

5.3.1 Recommendation on Initiation and Drafting of Legislation 

The study recommends that initiation of Government legislation should still be left to 

respective ministries and individual members of the House. The drafting process should 

however, be streamlined. The drafting role of individual state entities like KLRC, CIC and 

the A-G should be clear. For the purposes of achieving this clarity, the study proposes the 

establishment of an independent Office of the Legislative Counsel within the Kenyan 

Parliament, along the lines of the US Office of the Legislative Counsel. 
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Such an office should bear ultimate responsibility for drafting Government and individual 

member sponsored Bills. It would centralize drafting services within government serving 

both the Executive and the Legislature. The office would, first, ensure the best use of limited 

resources, collective experience, skills and know-how are pooled and shared. Second, that 

procedures, style and format of legislation are easily standardized. Third,that the resulting 

legislation is more consistent and uniform, simplifying the task of interpreting the law. 

 

Any organ or individual wishing to introduce or amend legislation should be obligated to 

liaise with this office for drafting purposes. The office would be responsible for ensuring that 

all Bills introduced in the House are aligned to the existing policy, are not inconsistent with 

the Constitution and are properly drafted in the form and style which conforms to legislative 

practice. Further, any amendments proposed in the Committees and on the floor of the House 

should be drafted in conjunction with this office, to ensure the above purposes remain intact 

in all legislation. 

 

The office would be independent of and separate from the Executive branch of Government 

but would provide drafting services for the Executive, further entrenching complete 

separation of powers as envisaged in the Constitution. It would relieve the Legal Drafting 

Department at  

A-G‟s Office of the responsibility of drafting Government legislation, and also be in charge 

of drafting all private member initiated legislation. This will ensure uniformity of private 

member Bills with the Government initiated Bills. 

 

5.3.2 Recommendation on Institutional Framework for Drafting of Bills 

As earlier indicated, the study recommends that Ministries should remain in charge of 

initiating government legislation. However, in initiating legislation should be tasked to utilize 

the services of the Kenya Law Reform Commission (KLRC) in developing the zero draft, 

rather than, individual consultants. This would cut the costs incurred in procuring services of 

independent consultants, ensure uniformity in the drafting process and also enhance the role 

and function of KLRC in the legislative process. Upon developing the zero draft, it should be 

submitted to the Office of the Legislative Counsel within the Kenyan Parliament, which 

would perform the functions stipulated above.  
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The office would take over the functions of the CIC in ensuring constitutionality of all 

legislation. This would also restrict the role of the A-G to advising the Government on 

Government sponsored legislation and not, drafting. This would, first, eliminate the duplicity 

and multiplicity of institutions with conflicting and blurred mandates, and second, it will 

enhance the full separation of powers as envisaged by the Constitution.  

 

5.3.3 Recommendation on Public Participation in Legislative Making 

The Parliamentary Standing Orders, 2013 should be amended to require a 30 day publication 

period. This would lengthen the period of availability of Bills for synthesis and development 

of memoranda by the public. Publication of Bills should also be extended to two newspapers 

with nationwide circulation, as opposed to the Kenya Gazette only, which has limited 

circulation. This would increase public awareness on the existence and contents of proposed 

legislation. 

 

The period of Committee deliberation should also be increased to 30 days, with a requirement 

of 14 days deadline to public for submission of memoranda or attendance of public hearings. 

The notice inviting views from the public should be published widely. This could be through, 

first, advertisements and notices in print media and radio slots. Second, notices on dedicated 

parliamentary television channel. Third, media statements by the chairpersons of the 

Committees. Fourth, specific invitations of interest groups. Fifth, notices on Parliament‟s web 

site and sixth, notices posted and distributed at parliamentary offices at the constituency 

level. This would grant the public adequate knowledge of proposed laws and time to submit 

their views on the Bills and also grant the Committee adequate time to consider and 

deliberate on the views of the members of the public. 

 

Shortening of publication periods and enactment processes should be subjected to a joint 

Committee of Parliament and Senate along the South African model. This will check the 

shortcomings associated with sole decisions. Further, clear parameters should be developed 

for consideration and approval for shortening of publication periods and processes.  

 

Ministries and individual members in initiating legislation should be required to send out 

notices in daily newspapers with nationwide circulation seeking for public views on proposed 

laws. This would enact a dual public participation model as is evident in South Africa. 
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Further, there should be a strict application of the Statutory Instruments Act, 2013 which 

requires all subsidiary legislation to be subjected to public scrutiny and any Report 

accompanying the statutory instrument should evidence public participation. 

 

Parliamentary Committees should be required to indicate the views presented by the public 

and a reasoned opinion on the extent of their incorporation or rejection while making their 

report to the House. This would ensure public views are not entirely disregarded in making of 

laws.   

 

Finally, Parliamentary policy should be developed to give guidance on the factors to be taken 

into account in deciding on the appropriate methods and extent of public participation, 

whether public hearings or submission of memoranda. These would include five factors. 

First,  the nature and content of the legislation, second, the importance and urgency of the 

legislation, third, the intensity of the impact of the legislation on the public or on a particular 

section of the public, fourth, the degree of public interest in the legislation and fifth, the 

practical considerations, such as time constraints and resources. 

 

5.3.4 Recommendation on Individual Member Sponsored Bills 

Private members sponsoring Bills in their personal capacity should be obligated to draft the 

Bills in liaison with the Office of the Legislative Counsel within the Kenyan Parliament. The 

office should be tasked to seek and incorporate views of the members of the public in the 

proposed Bill, before developing the final draft for tabling in Parliament. The office would 

further scrutinize the Bill to align it with the existing policy, check if it conforms with the 

Constitution and the form and style of legislative drafting.  

 

The above practice would ensure that private member initiated Bills undergo the same 

scrutiny as Government initiated legislation, guaranteeing the quality of such initiatives. 

 

5.3.5 Recommendation on Policy Development Process in the Context of Legislative 

Drafting in Kenya 

The existing internal ministry specific methodologies on policy development should be 

harmonized into a policy development manual, detailing the process of policy formulation 

within Government. Such manual would stipulate the formal rules, guidelines and processes 
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for policy development. It would encompass the stages in policy formulation including 

formulation of problem, design of concepts, strategies and policy analyses or design of action 

plans, regulatory impact studies, monitoring and implementation. 

 

Drafters from the Office of the Legislative Counsel should be involved in policy formulation, 

since they are tasked with converting the policy objectives into legislation. 

 

5.3.6 Recommendation on the Development of a Legislative Drafting Manual for Kenya 

A legislative drafting manual should be developed by the Office of the Legislative Counsel, 

detailing the process of development of laws. Such manual would detail the principles, 

processes, procedures and practices necessary in initiation, public participation and drafting 

of Bills. It would stipulate the form and style to be conformed to in drafting of Kenyan laws. 

It would also set out the legislative process in fine detail, stipulating the roles of the various 

stakeholders in the different stages of making and amending laws.   

 

5.3.7 Other Recommendations on Legislative Processes 

A copy of the printed official text as well as the official translation of all Acts of Parliament 

to Kiswahili should be retained in Parliament‟s archives and published on its web site.   

 

In addition, ministries and individuals initiating legislation should be obligated to conduct 

evaluation and attach to the proposed legislation evaluation reports on the necessity and 

priority of the propose legislation. Further, the proposed Office of the Legislative Counsel in 

Parliament should develop evaluation mechanisms to test the effectiveness of legislation and 

establish the impact after the enactment of the legislation. 

 

Finally, the recommended Office of the Legislative Counsel in Parliament should set aside 

resources to train drafters to ensure that the office effectively executes its proposed mandate. 

Kenyan universities should begin offering specialized degrees in legislative drafting, which 

would ensure supply of a pool of qualified drafters. The proposed Office of the Legislative 

Counsel should invest in a well equipped law library, greatly enhancing capacities to engage 

in legislative drafting in Kenya. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

The 2010 Constitution has registered gains in addressing the historical challenges which led 

to constitutional reform. The Constitution has fundamentally structured the core institutions 

of governance. This study analysed three pertinent issues springing from the re-structuring of 

key institutions. First, is the extent to which the Constitution has re-structured the legal and 

institutional framework on legislative drafting in Kenya. Second, it analysed the adequacy of 

these re-structured legal and institutional framework in the quest of drafting effective 

legislation. Thirdly, it analysed the challenges brought by the new dispensation. 

 

The restructure and redesigning of the legal and institutional framework on legislative 

drafting has had its gains and on the other hand, brought with it various challenges. These 

include first, lack of clarity in the origination and drafting of legislation. Second, multiple 

institutions mandated with legislative drafting which has brought about coordination 

problems within these institutions. Third, the Constitution sets out a very strict time line for 

the passage of legislation to operationalize it. This has put a lot of pressure on legislating 

institutions hence rushed legislative process. This in turn led to the passage of poor quality 

laws.  And fourth, the study has made recommendations aimed at streamlining the legislative 

drafting process in Kenya. If implemented, they would go a long way in ensuring quality of 

the final legislative product. 
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